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Summary

Injection moulding is a process by which molten polymer is forced into an empty
cavity of the desired shape. At its melting point, polymers undergo a volumetric
expansion when heated, and volumetric contraction when cooled. This volumetric
contraction is called shrinkage. Once the mould cavity is filled, more pressure is
applied and additional polymer is packed into the cavity and held to compensate for
the anticipated shrinkage as the polymer solidifies. The cooling takes place via the
cooling channels where the polymer is cooled until a specific ejection criterion is met.
Heat from the polymer is lost to the surrounding mould, a part of this heat reaches the
cooling channel surfaces, which in turn exchange heat with the circulating cooling
fluid.

Due to the complexity of injection moulded parts and the cooling channel layout, it is
difficult to achieve balanced cooling of parts. Asymmetric mould temperature
distribution causes contractions of· the polymer as it cools from its melting
temperature to room temperature. This results in residual stresses, which causes the
part to warp after ejection.

Given the understanding of the mathematical model describing the heat transfer
process during the cooling stage, the objectives of this study were three fold. Firstly,
an altemative numerical model for the heat transfer process was developed. The
proposed model was used to investigate the cooling stress build-up during the
injection moulding process. The mould region was divided into layers and the cooling
stress was identified. Secondly, this cooling stress results was compared with that
predicted by the C-MOLD injection moulding simulation software. The last objective
was to perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the effect of design and processing
parameters on shrinkage.

The above objectives were met using the following methods. The finite element
analysis software ABAQUS was used to simulate the heat transfer during cooling,
with the aim ofidentifYing the temperature field, while the solution procedure for the
cooling stress model was solved using Fortran. The injection moulding simulation
software C-MOLD was used to perform the sensitivity analysis. This software
program comprises a set of computer programs for plastics moulding simulations. It
provides solutions to problems, experienced with plastics moulding processes, in all
stages ofdesign and manufacturing.

The results obtained for the ABAQUS simulation revealed a difference between the
cooling times predicted by ABAQUS and the cooling times predicted by C-MOLD.
Results for the numerical model showed that the final shrinkage for each layer,
converges when the cavity thickness is divided into more layers. We expect the
solution to become even more accurate if the half cavity is divided into more layers
than was selected. As it stands, a significant difference can be noted between the
shrinkage predicted by the numerical model and C-MOLD. The assumptions made
for the ABAQUS analysis, coupled with the assumptions made for the numerical
model was identified as reasons for the differences between shrinkage results.

Based on the above results we can conclude that the solution procedure for the
proposed alternative cooling stress model was solved. Some ofthe trends between the
model and the commercial software were reproduced, but an agreement could not be
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found, due to both a lack ofinformation regarding parameters, and the approximations
ofthe model. The sensitivity analysis for shrinkage proved sufficient for an academic
investigation and we can conclude that changing the process parameters cannot solve
excessive shrinkage.



Glossary

Adiabatic The term used to describe any process during which heat is prevented
from crossing the boundary of the system; hence a system which is
thermally insulated from its surroundings.

Amorphous Solids that lack a systematic and regular arrangement of atoms over
relatively large atomic distances

Anisotropic When the measurements ofphysical properties such as elastic modulus
and/or electrical conductivity have different values in different
directions

Clamp Force It is the force applied by the injection moulding machine's clamping
unit to the mould during filling, packing and cooling phases of the
moulding cycle, measured in Tons

Cooling Channels It is the channels through which coolant flows to remove heat
from the mould. The channels should be located thoughtfully in
the core and cavity so that the temperature distribution over the
mould surface is constant

Crystalline Material in which the atoms are situated in a repeating or periodic array
over large atomic distances

Cycle Time For a sequence of operation that is repeated regularly, the time it takes
for one such operation is called the cycle time. For the injection
moulding process it is the time required to complete one moulding
cycle

Fibre Any polymer, metal, or ceramic that has been drawn into a long and
thin filament

Glass Transition Temperature It is the point at which the molten polymer
hardens into a solid

Injection Rate It is the flow rate ofmelt coming out ofthe nozzle. Melt comes
out in the form of a jet and then spreads inside the mould in the
shape ofthe cavity

Isothermal At a constant temperature

Isotropic Having identical values of a property in all crystallographic directions

Melt Front It is the melt at the leading edge of flow while the mould is filling

Melt Temperature It is the actual temperature of the molten polymer during
processing. The melt temperature is constantly changing. It
varies with time and will not be the same at different locations
in the mould
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Orientation It is the change in shape that polymer molecules can undergo when
they are made to flow

Packing The process ofdelivering an additional amount ofmelt to the mould, to
compensate for the shrinkage after ejection

Polymer A non-metallic compound in which the interatomic bonding is
predominantly covalent

Shear Heating Heating due to friction caused by the flow of melt through
narrow passages in the mould during filling phase

Shear Rate A way to describe how quickly the velocity of the melt changes from
the mould surface to the center of flow for a given cross section. The
size of the shear rate gives an indication of the shape of the velocity
profile for a given situation

Shear Stress The result of the force that is generated in a melt to overcome its
resistance to a particular flow situation. Shear stress is the product of a
material and shear rate

Specific Heat Temperature is a measure of heat energy level whereas heat is a
measure of total intemal energy contained in a body. When the same
quantity of heat is given to equal masses of different substances, they
do not result in the same rise in temperature. The specific heat is
defined as the quantity of heat energy, which will rise the temperature
ofunit mass (lkg) ofa substance by lQC

Specific Volume

Thermoplastic

The inverse of density (Volume per unit weight)

A polymeric material that softens and melts when heated, and
hardens upon cooling. The process is reversible

Thermoset A polymeric material that, once having hardened, will not soften or
melt when heated

Viscoelastic A type of deformation exhibiting the mechanical characteristics of
viscous flow and elastic deformation
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview

1.1 Introduction to Shrinkage and Warpage

We are all exposed to plastic (polymer) components in our day to day life. Whether it
is a fruit bowl, ice-cube tray or laundry basket. These plastic components were
manufactured using a process called injection moulding. An injection mould consists
of two pieces of tool steel pressed together with a cavity inside. This cavity is then
injected with molten plastic, cooled and opened to eject the component that was
shaped in the cavity. It should be noted that injection moulding is not the only means
of polymer processing. Others are roto moulding, extrusion, transfer moulding etc.
This work will focus on injection moulding. All of these processes have one thing in
common though: the polymer needs to be heated until molten, before it can be
processed.

This brings us to a material property called thermal expansion. At the melting (glass
transition) point the polymer undergoes a volumetric expansion when heated, and
volumetric contraction when cooled as illustrated by Figure 1. 1. When heated, the
density of polymers decreases which means an increase in specific volume when
measured at ambient temperature and at processing temperature [7].
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Figure 1.1 Specific volume versus temperature diagram for polymers.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOW polymer properties database)

When referring to injection moulding, this volumetric contraction during cooling is
called shrinkage. Since you need to heat the polymer beyond its glass transition
temperature to be able to process it, shrinkage is inherent in the injection moulding
process. Polymers have high thermal expansion coefficients, and significant
shrinkage occurs during cooling of the plastic in the mould. Some thennoplastics
undergo volumetric contractions of up to ten percent [29]. To the mould designer
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shrinkage is simply the reduction in linear size that occurs during cooling to room
temperature from the moulding temperature [43,46].

Crystalline and semi-crystalline materials are particularly prone to thermal shrinkage
with amorphous materials tending to shrink less. When crystalline materials are
cooled below their transition temperature, the molecules rearrange in a more orderly
fashion, to form crystallites, whereas the microstructure of amorphous materials does
not change with the phase change [7,45]. This difference leads to crystalline and
semi-crystalline materials having a greater difference in specific volume between their
melt and solid phase. Also note that the cooling rate affects the behaviour of
crystalline and semi-crystalline materials.

When the molten polymer inside the cavity is cooled, we observe that (if we look at
the thickness direction) the cooling starts from the mould surface and penetrates
inwards. As long as this shrinkage of the component is even/uniform, that is the
shrinkage is the same on both sides of the midplane, the component will just become
smaller. Ifhowever, there is a variation in the shrinkage through the cross section of a
part, this will create internal (residual) stresses. When these stresses start to relax, the
component undergoes a distortion where the surfaces of the moulded part do not
follow the intended shape of the design. This distortion is called warpage. If the
shrinkage throughout the component is uniform, the component will not deform or
warp, it simply becomes smaller.

The effects of the aforementioned residual stresses are similar to externally applied
stresses (loads). If the residual stresses are high enough to overcome the structural
integrity of the part, the part will warp upon ejection from the mould or warp later,
when an external service load is applied.

In reality, shrinkage is affected by a number of factors, any of which can alter the
amount ofcontraction experienced by a given polymer. The ones that cause excessive
part shrinkage beyond an acceptable level are; low injection pressure or low packing
pressure, short packing time, high melt temperature and part thickness.

Warpage can be caused by molecular and fiber orientation, temperature variation
within the moulded part, variable packing, or different pressure levels as material
solidifies across the part thickness.

To compensate for shrinkage, the dimensions of the mould cavity must be made larger
than the specified component dimensions [43,46]. Mould dimensions must also be
determined for the particular polymer to be moulded, since the same mould will
produce different part sizes for different polymer types. In industry, shrinkage
percentages for specific polymers are normally obtained from the polymer supplier
prior to making the mould.

One of the problems is that the increase in shrinkage is non-linear. Shrinkage of a
specific polymer can change for instance, when the thickness of the component and or
the melt temperature at which the polymer is injected change. This makes it very
difficult to provide proper dimensional tolerances in mould design. A large number of
moulds have thus been produced by trial and error. This practice means the time-to
market-window for producing a working mould takes longer than is necessary.

2
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In order to speed up the production process for injection moulded components,
channels are machined into the tool steel halves of the mould. Cooling fluid
(generally cold water) is then pumped through these channels, forcing the molten
polymer to cool faster, hence increasing production.

The norm for injection mould design seems to require the runner system to be put in
first, then the moving cores, followed by the ejectors, and lastly due to a lack ofroom
a few cooling channels are added in a haphazard fashion. This type of design where
the cooling is fitted last will probably never run well, because uneven cooling that
leads to uneven shrinkage is set up in this fashion [27]. Designs like this normally run
slower and produce higher stressed and distorted parts, which will require machine
settings to be changed regularly to keep it running. Since cooling channel design is
such a deciding factor for ensuring optimum cooling and better parts, this study will
focus primarily on mould cooling as a cause ofwarpage.

It is understood that injection moulding is a business of compromises and most of the
time it is not possible to have the optimum location for everything. However, in the
design process, that is what should be strived for. When we look at injection
moulding, we have to fill the part, so the location of gates and venting are the first
priority. Then we have to cool the part so mould cooling channels and temperature
control form the second priority. Next the part has to be ejected, this is the third
processing priority.

The purpose of this investigation is to predict the shrinkage of an injection moulded
component accurately, and to minimise the occurrence of warpage. Dimensional
accuracy of the mould cavity needs to be achieved, the first time everytime, in order to
reduce cost and time. Part cooling should be discussed and given the same attention
as other mould considerations. Computer simulation software that uses finite element
analysis should be considered to convince mould manufacturers to do the necessary
planning before cutting the steel.

Since the purpose of this study has been defined, the focus now needs to be on the
planning required to achieve this goal. Chapter 1 of this work introduces the concept
of shrinkage, the concept of warpage, and the relationship between the two concepts.
These concepts form the basis of the development of this project. This Chapter also
gives a brief overview of the causes of shrinkage and warpage. The objectives of this
study are then laid out and at the end of this Chapter, the available commercial
software that are used within this project are evaluated in terms of usefulness.
Chapter 2 starts with a detailed discussion of the injection moulding process, and also
provides an in-depth discussion of the causes of shrinkage and warpage. The
fundamentals of residual stresses as they relate to the injection moulding process are
defined. Lastly a detailed overview of thermal transfer, pertaining to the injection
moulding process is given.

In Chapter 3, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, with the view to laying the
foundation for a study aimed at assisting the tooling industry with guidelines to
determine shrinkage. In the sensitivity analysis the shrinkage is determined for
different polymers, at different thicknesses and \vith different processing parameters.
Chapter 4 is a case study ofa commercial component. The aim ofthis case study is to
determine if computer simulation software can accurately predict optimum processing
conditions, reduce the turnaround time of producing injection moulds, determine the
extent of shrinkage and warpage and achieve balanced cooling.

3
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In Chapter 5 an alternative model for the cooling stress build-up in an injection
moulded part is proposed. The role of both pressure history in the molten polymer
during cooling, and the interaction between the sample and the mould are identified
and numerical calculations ofthe final cooling stress distribution were performed.

Chapter 6 is a summary of the conclusions of the work that was done in the other
chapters. Possible future work and projects are also identified and discussed.

1.2 Objectives of this Investigation

Warpage in polymer components is due to the relaxation ofresidual stresses caused by
non-uniform heat dissipation during the cooling stage ofthe injection moulding cycle.
The first objective of this study would be the understanding of the mathematical
model describing the heat transfer process during the cooling stage. Of the three
modes ofheat transfer, only conduction and convection are considered. Heat transfer
within the polymer melt is treated as transient, local, one-dimensional heat conduction
with static solidification. Heat transfer within the mould is treated as transient, three
dimensional conduction. Heat exchange between the channel surfaces and the cooling
fluid is treated as steady-state and uses convection.

The second objective would be the development of a numerical model and solution
algorithm for the cooling/heat transfer process. The proposed model investigates the
cooling stress build-up during the injection moulding process, with reference to a
rectangular cavity. The mould region gets divided into layers and the relevant
equations solved to identifY the stress within the solidifYing layers during cooling.

The third objective of this work should be the comparison of the abovementioned
results with those predicted by the C-MOLD injection moulding simulation software.
The last objective is to perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the shrinkage for
different component thickness, melt temperatures, etc. imd the recommendation of
optimisation procedures for the minimisation ofwarpage.

1.3 Literature survey

Shrinkage and warpage are affected by many factors: the part geometry, properties of
moulding material used, moulding process conditions, the injection mould design and
manufacturing. Research on the injection moulding process has been around for
decades, but initial investigation was limited. In the sixties and seventies, many
researchers analysed one-dimensional flow behaviour in rectangular and disk shaped
thin cavities. Although these numerical models describing the process were available,
it was only in recent years that this benefited from the progress made in computer
aided engineering.

The model of Kamal and Kenig [30,31] is some of the earliest work and they
proposed an integrated mathematical treatment of the filling, packing and cooling
stages of the injection moulding cycle, with reference to the radial filling of a center
gated disc model. The packing stage was considered as the non-isothermal flow of a
compressible material, while the cooling stage is analysed as a transient cooling
problem ofa stationary volume ofpolymer melt. The heat conduction equations were

4
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solved for both the melt and solid with standard boundary conditions. Latent heat
effects were also taken into consideration. Numerical results were obtained for the
melt front, flow rate, velocity profile and temperature profile throughout the packing
and cooling stages. These theoretical prediction was compared with experimental
results and yielded significant data at the time, despite the assumptions made.

This next article is a continuation of the previous paper. A simulation of injection
moulding was performed by Kamal and Lafleur [32]. The three stages: filling,
packing and cooling were analysed with the aim ofoutlining developments associated
with computer simulation of the thermoplastic injection moulding process. This
simulation incorporates relationships between resin properties, machine design,
moulding conditions, and the development of the microstructure in order to provide
information regarding the behavior of the material during moulding. Since there is no
fluid motion for the cooling stage, the problem is reduced to the transient heat transfer
by conduction of a polymer melt trapped between two cooling plates. In the earlier
work, Kamal and Kenig [30,31] solved this problem for a circular cavity using a one
dimensional heat conduction equation with variable polymer properties.

Most of the earlier research regarding the injection moulding process has been focused
on the analysis of the filling stage, especially the prediction of injection pressure and
melt front advancement, with some consideration to packing and cooling.
Researchers later recognised that the properties and quality of the microstructure are
determined by the packing pressure and holding time, which regulates the extra mass
entering the cavity after filling.

A new model that describes the injection moulding process is proposed by Kamal and
Lafleur [34,35]. It claims to be a more realistic simulation that describes pressure
drop in the delivery system, melt front advancement, and residual stress characteristics
and crystallinity distributions of the final product. The theoretical predictions for the
mathematical model were compared with experimental data and were found to be in
good agreement.

Darlington et al [13] investigated the pressure loss in the mould during the packing
stage of the injection moulding process. Initial experiments were inconclusive due to
the polymer solidifYing across the transducers. Experiments have been carried out
with hot moulds to prolong the packing stage at the expense of cooling, in order to
achieve more accurate measurements. This was an important study in terms of
predicting pressure losses in the packing stage, and proper control of the injection
moulding operation.

Titomanlio et al [48] performed injection moulding tests on a resin. Data of mass
entering the mould during the packing-holding stage as a function of flow rate and
holding time are presented. The experimental results showed only a small part of the
density increase due to crystallisation seems to be compensated for by the packing
holding stage.

More than three-fourths of the cycle time in an injection moulding process is taken by
the cooling phase. Improving the cooling design will reduce the cycle time and
improve part quality by preventing differential shrinkage, internal stresses and
warpage. As with the packing stage, researchers also began to focus their attention on
cooling investigations.

5
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A model is proposed by Kamal and Lafleur [33] for the treatment ofheat transfer with
crystallisation during plastics processing in general, and injection moulding in
particular. The model incOlJlOrates experimentally determined crystallisation kinetics
parameters. It permits the calculation of the distribution of both temperature and
crystallinity in the moulding. Theoretical predictions were found to be in good
agreement with experimental measurements in both injection moulding and a
prototype apparatus.

Titomaulio et al. [47] proposed a model for the cooling stress build-up in the injection
moulding process. The role ofboth pressure history in the melt during sample cooling
and the interaction between sample and mould were identified with reference to a
rectangular cavity. Numerical calculations of the final cooling stress distribution as
affected by different histories of melt pressure were performed with the aim of
evaluating the effect of different holding pressures and times. The numerical results
favourably compare with experimental indications in other literature.

Himasekhar et al [21] analysed mould cooling with the emphasis on achieving rapid,
uniform and balanced cooling. Design parameters for two-dimensional analysis of
heat transfer within the mould were found inadequate for complex parts, particularly
for the prediction of hot spots and warpage, and a three-dimensional simulation was
needed. A computer software package (COOL3D) has been developed for the
simulation ofheat transfer during the cooling stage of the injection moulding process.
A numerical formulation is presented to simulate the cooling stage of the injection
moulding process. Simulations of transient non-linear heat conduction within the part
melt, three-dimensional heat conduction within the mould and a steady convective
heat exchange between the coolant and cooling channels, were simultaneously carried
out to model the actual process conditions.

The shrinkage that occurs during solidification of a thermoplastic polymer causes a
gap between the part and the mould. The result is a sharp temperature drop across the
gap. Yu et al [49] described a method for obtaining the thermal contact resistance
(TCR) between an injection moulded component and its mould. TCR for this work
was obtained through a combination of experimental and analytical procedures. A
remarkable improvement in the accuracy of a computer simulation was noticed when
TCR was made an input to a computer program Polycool H.

At this point, relatively little experimental or theoretical work has been carried out
with regard to the residual stress setup during the injection moulding process. It also
became clear that cooling stress, density distribution and product shrinkage were
closely related to packing and holding variables, and that these stages cannot be
investigated separately any longer. Researchers began to recognise that an integrated
simulation of the entire injection moulding process is necessary to faithfully
accommodate the effects on the final moulded component.

With mould cooling programs that can assist in designing the cooling channel system,
emphasis is placed on simulating the post-filling stage to address such concerns as
shrinkage, warpage and mechanical properties of moulded parts. As part of such an
effort, Chiang et al [9,10] present a unified theoretical model to simulate the filling
and post-filling stages of the injection moulding process. Implementation of such a
model is based on a hybrid finite-elementlfinite-difference numerical solution of the
generalised Hele-Shaw flow of a compressible viscous fluid under non-isothermal
conditions. The analysis includes varying specific heat and thermal conductivity as a

6
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function of temperature. It was demonstrated that the unified formulation is well
suited to handle complicated moulds where compressibility effects can become
important even during the filling stage, as some portions of the cavity undergo
packing while other regions are still filling.

Chiang et al [11] performed work that was a continuation of the previous paper. They
performed a coupled analysis of the fluid flow and heat transfer in the melted polymer
during the filling and post-filling stages of the injection moulding process, and of the
mould cooling that occurs during the entire process. The results obtained from this
integrated simulation have been compared with experimental data and favourable
agreement has been noticed.

Very few studies have included comparison of simulation and experimental results on
a relatively complex injection moulded part. Ni and Wang [40] carried out a study on
the prediction of shrinkage and warpage using the Injection Moulding Simulation
program C-MOLD and then compared it with experimental data from an injection
moulded part. The simulation results agree well quantitively with the experimental
data.

The work in this paper is based on the numerical model (to determine cooling stress
and part shrinkage) proposed by Titomanlio et al. [47]. Computer simulation software
will be used to determine the temperature field through the cavity cross-section, and
the results of this model will be compared with results predicted by C-MOLD.

A case study that follows the work of Ni and Wang [40] will be conducted for a
commercial plastic component, using the injection moulding simulation software C
MOLD. This investigation will aim to not only determine the extent of shrinkage and
warpage of a relatively complex part, but also to accurately predict the optimum
process conditions that can be used as guidelines for the manufacturing of both mould
and component.

1.4 Available Commercial Systems

The aim of increasing the international competItIveness of the South African
manufacturing industry requires applied technological research and development
activities, especially in the field of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE). The
application of the computer to part and mould design as well as mould manufacturing
can be seen as the most remarkable development in the injection moulding process
[40]. Although injection moulding, as a process, has been around for decades, the
engineer's ability to accurately predict the outcome without computer simulation was
limited by the large amount ofparameters available [16]. Many were also unaware of
the limitations of plastics due to processing which resulted into overdesign, high cost
and missed deadlines [16]. This is inadequate in today's increasingly competitive
environment when applied to the moulding of larger, more complex, more precise,
and costlier parts with new processes and materials.

Substantial progress has been made in CAE technology for both thermoplastics and
thermosets, removing most of the guesswork from the design process [8,11]. The
engineers designing the component and mould can perform moulding trials on the
computer before the part design is completed. Process engineers can systematically
predict a process window which guides product, tooling and process design efforts as

7
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well as obtain infonnation about the influence of the process variables on the part
perfonnance, cost and appearance. CAE makes it possible to replace traditional trial
and error design and decision-making procedures with a concurrent design process.

CAE is integrated with two other widely used computer-aided technologies,
Computer-aided design (CAD) and Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM).

CAD is the process of performing design tasks with the aid of computers. This
includes the generation and modification of the product geometry using a computer,
printing the graphic images as hard copies, and electronically storing, retrieving, and
exchanging the design infonnation. In particular, solid models generated by
computers aid in visualisation, communication, assembly simulations, interference
checking, and fit verification. Geometric models created from the design provide the
basis for structural and perfonnance simulations and analysis, and graphical output
greatly simplifies interpretation ofresults.

One of the perfonnance simulations that CAD can provide includes the Injection
Moulding Simulation Software program C-MOLD, a widely used polymer-processing
operation. This software program comprises a set of computer programs for plastics
moulding simulations. It provides solutions to problems, experienced with plastics
moulding processes, in all stages ofdesign and manufacturing [3].

C-MOLD employs a simultaneous analysis of the compressible fluid flow and heat
transfer in the molten polymer during the filling and packing stages, coupled with a
mould cooling simulation during the entire process (mould closed stage). These are
then integrated with residual stress calculations and structural analysis [1,5]. The
analysis requires accurate input data to generate the best predictions.

To solve the relevant governing equations simultaneously, C-MOLD uses a modified,
three-dimensional boundary-element numerical method for the mould region, and a
through-thickness one-dimensional heat transfer analysis of the melt region [5].
These two analyses are coupled to match the temperature and heat flux at the
mould/melt interface.

The governing equations for coolant flow are solved using the Newton-Raphson
iterative method to obtain the flow rate and pressure drop in each element. The heat
transfer coefficients for heat exchange between the channel surface and the coolant are
calculated using these flow rates.

The C-MOLD simulation software assumes the following:
The thermal conductivity of the mould material remains constant.
The analysis starts with heat transfer inside the mould being periodic,
assuming that after the first few cycles the initial transients die out.

Stress develops in the plastic part due to the simultaneous application of flow, packing
pressure, uneven cooling and non-equilibrium density changes. C-MOLD perfonns
structural analysis and calculates residual stresses while the part is still in the mould
and during the period after ejection, in order to predict the shrinkage and warpage.

The structural analysis of the shell structure is based on a faceted approximation,
where an assembly of flat triangular elements replaces a curved shell surface [5]. This
approach allows analysis of thin-shell structures, including complex parts where sharp

8



Chapter I: Introduction and Overview

profile changes such as edges or corners restrict lateral motions in the freezing
polymers.

The following assumptions are made about the mathematical model of injection
moulded parts:

Injection moulded parts are thin-shell and beam structures.
Rotations and strains in the structure are small.
The polymer is a transversely isotropic viscoelastic material.
The behaviour of the structure is linear and static.
Lateral deformations in the mould are negligible, but transve~se displacements
are allowed.
The application of pressure as the applied stress in the thickness direction is
allowed.

As useful as C-MOLD is as an injection mqulding simulator, it is a very time
consuming program to employ in the modelling of complex geometries. The need
arises to find an additional software program that can be used as a drafting tool/pre
processor. The geometry can then be exported from the drafting program and
imported into C-MOLD.

The commercially available parametric solid modeller ProfEngineer® was identified
as the software to be used for the creation of the geometry. ProfEngineer® models are
sculpted, rather than drawn from solid volumes of material. A primary and essential
difference between ProfEngineer® and traditional 2D computer aided drafting
systems is that ProfEngineer® models are three-dimensional. In ProfEngineer®,
drawings are produced as views of the model, rather than the other way around.

Solid modelling in ProfEngineer® is a cumulative process and certain features must,
by necessity, precede others. Those that follow must rely on previously defined
features for dimensional and geometric references. The relationships between features
and those that reference them are termed parent-child relationships. The parent-child
relationship is one of the most powerful aspects of Pro/Engineer®, in that it allows
quick changes to part geometry [41]. When a parent feature is modified, its children
are automatically revised to reflect the changes in the parent feature's geometry.

To prepare the ProfEngineer® part for export, the part surfaces are paired so that
material is sandwiched between selected surfaces. These surfaces are then
compressed together to form a single surface having thickness as a property,
whereafter it is sent to C-MOLD using the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
(IGES) format. The IGES format transfers graphical and textual information between
computer aided design systems. ProfEngineer® version 20.0 supports IOES version
5.2 and all earlier versions ofIGES for export.

ProfEngineer® also consists of an optional module ProlMolddesign that provides the
tools to simulate the mould design process within Pro/Engineer®. This module
allows you to create, modif'y, and analyse the mould form components, and quickly
update them to the changes in the design model.

9



Chapter 2

The Process of Injection Moulding

The previous Chapter introduced the reader to the concept of shrinkage and warpage
ofplastic products. This Chapter deals with injection moulding in detail, the caU5es of
shrinkage and warpage, and the mathematical model describing the process.

2.1 Introduction to the Injection Moulding Process

Injection moulding can be described as a cyclic process whereby plastic parts are
being formed into a desired shape by forcing the hot polymer melt into a cavity under
controlled pressure. Shaping can be achieved by either cooling, in the case of
thennoplastics or by a chemical reaction in the case of thennosets [1]. Injection
moulding is seen as one of the most common and versatile operations for mass
production of complex parts, with excellent dimensional tolerance [I].

Injection moulding is one of the most widely used methods of producing
thennoplastic parts, from small components such as pen caps to entire front panels for
home entertainment centres [1]. It requires minimal or no finishing and the process
can also be extended to other materials such as fibers and ceramics. The reciprocating
screw machine, vast new alternative processes and computer aided design and
manufacture are seen as major milestones in the field of injection moulding [16].

A typical injection moulding machine consists of an injection-, mould-, hydraulic- and
control system; refer to Figure 2.1.

• z Thermostats

Figure 2.1 Simplified schematic ofan injection moulding machine.
(Schematic obtained from Timings, R L., Manufacturing Technology)

The injection system consists of a hopper, reciprocating screw and barrel assembly
and an injection nozzle, which melts the plastic pellets, injects the molten polymer
into the mould cavity and compresses the melt. The hopper on the machine holds the
thermoplastic material which is supplied to injection moulders in the form of small
pellets. These pellets are gravity fed from the hopper into the barrel and screw
assembly, where it is heated by electric bands [43]. The reciprocating screw consists
of three zones: feeding zone, transition zone and metering zone. While the outside
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diameter ofthe screw remains constant, the depth of the flights on the screw decreases
from the end of the feed zone to the beginning of the metering zone. These flights
compress the material against the inside of the barrel to create viscous (shear) heat,
which is mainly responsible for melting the material [1]. The heater bands are not
used to melt the pellets (due to the slow heating rate through pure conduction only),
but help to maintain the material in its molten state [1]. The resin is pushed along the
heated tube by the screw feeder until a sufficient volume ofmelted plastic is available
at the injection nozzle. The nozzle connects the barrel to the sprue bushing of the
mould and forms a seal between the barrel and the mould. The screw is then plunged
forward to force the plastic into the mould. This is called the filling stage and the fill
time is defined as the time needed for the polymer to fill the entire cavity.

The mould system is made up of stationary and moving plattens and mould bases, that
house the cavity, sprue, runner systems, ejector pins and cooling channels. The mould
can be seen as a heat exchanger in which the molten plastic solidifies to the desired
shape and dimensional details, defined by the cavity [4].

Once the cavity is filled, the screw is held under pressure, additional polymer is
packed into the cavity and hold to compensate for the anticipated shrinkage as the
polymer solidifies, hence the packing stage. Cooling channels are passageways
located within the body of a mould, through which a cooling medium circulates.
Their function is to speed up the cooling process and subsequently reduce the cycle
and production time; refer to Figure 2.2.
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1. Filling begins

4. Cavity is completely filled:
Packing and Cooling
Commence

5. Gate freezes off, Packing
stop and Cooling continues

7. Cooling stops. mould opens
and part gets ejected

8. Mould closes and next cycle
begins

Figure 2.2 The injection moulding cycle.
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Reference Manual)

Heat from the polymer is lost to the surrounding mould, a part of this heat reaches the
cooling channel surfaces, which in turn exchange heat with the circulating cooling
fluid. The rest of the heat reaches the mould exterior surfaces which lose heat to the
ambient air. The cooling stage starts at the same time as the packing stage, and ends
when the polymer temperature is sufficiently low and the part is rigid enough to be
removed from the cavity without significant deformation. Ejector pins eject the
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moulded piece. The post-fill time is defined as the time from the moment when the
cavity is completely filled and the instant when the mould opens.

The hydraulic system is made up of hydraulic motors, pumps, valves and tubing. It
provides the power to open and close the mould, apply the clamp force and drive the

. screw. After mould opening, the sprue and runners are trimmed off if necessary,
usually in a separate trimming press. The mould is then closed again to begin the next
cycle. This mOUld-open stage includes mould-opening and-closing actions as well as
component ejection.

The control system monitors and controls the processing parameters such as
temperature, pressure, injection speed, etc. The process control has a direct impact on
the final part quality and modem injection moulding machines have sophisticated
microprocessor-based control systems.

2.2 Residual Stress

Consider a scenario where we simply heat polymer pellets in an open container, and
allow it to air cool to room temperature. For this scenario, where there is an absence
of flow, packing and forced cooling, we would end up with a component that is
relatively stress free. With the process of injection moulding however, polymer
pellets are heated using viscous shear, then injected into a colder mould under
pressure while flowing rapidly. Additional polymer is then pushed into the mould
while the molten polymer is forcibly cooled to its ejection temperature. Upon ejection
the component core is usually still molten and cooling also occurs at a slower rate
than in the mould.

The injection moulding process by its very nature, induces internal stresses [I]. These
internal stresses are called residual stresses. Residual stress is a process-induced
stress, frozen in a moulded part. It can be either flow-induced or thermal-induced.
Residual stresses affect a part similarly to externally applied stresses. If they are
strong enough to overcome the structural integrity of the part, the part will warp upon
ejection, or later crack, when external service load is applied. Residual stresses are
the main cause of part shrinkage and warpage [I]. The process conditions and design
elements that reduce shear stress during cavity filling will help to reduce flow-induced
residual stress. Likewise, those process conditions that promote sufficient packing
and uniform mould cooling will reduce thermal-induced stress.

2.2.1 Flow-induced Residual Stress

Unstressed, long-chain polymer molecules tend to conform to a random-coil state,
when it is above its melt temperature. During injection, the molecules are orientated
in the direction of flow, as the polymer is sheared and elongated. If solidification
occurs before the polymer molecules are fully relaxed to their state ofequilibrium, the
orientation of these molecules is locked v;ithin the moulded part.

During the injection moulding process the molten polymer molecules at the mould
wall are suddenly exposed to a much cooler surface. For this reason the cooling rate
is at a maximum at the mould wall, and the orientation of the molecules are locked in.
The component generally gets ejected with the core still molten and the outer skin

12
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solidified. Due to the thennal insulating effect of this frozen outer layer, the cooling
rate for the hot core is slower and the polymer molecules in the core are able to relax.

This type of stress is called flow-induced residual stress. Because of the stretched
molecular orientation in the direction of flow, it introduces anisotropic, non-unifonn
shrinkage and mechanical properties in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the
direction of flow. The correct process conditions will reduce the shear stress in the
melt which means the level of flow-induced stress should be reduced.

2.2.2 Thermal-induced Residual Stress

Thennal-induced residual stress arises after the cavity is completely filled when
packing and cooling of the component takes place. The moulded part experiences
different cooling rates from the mould wall to the midplane. At the same time the
density of the polymer changes due to the variation in temperature and packing
pressures as the material solidifies.

During the early cooling stages, when the extemallayers cool and start to shrink, the
bulk of the polymer at the hot core is still molten and free to contract. Later on the
contraction of the core is constrained by the already-rigid extemallayers. This results
in a stress distribution with tension in the core and compression in the outer layers.
Process conditions that lead to sufficient packing and more unifonn mould-wall
temperatures will reduce the thennal-induced residual stresses.

2.3 Causes of Shrinkage

The previous section described residual stress as a process-induced stress. Although
the injection moulding process naturally leads to a certain amount of stress, there are
certain bad practices that will aggravate stress. The following are the causes of
excessive shrinkage beyond that already inherent in injection moulding.

2.3.1 Part Thickness

Thicker parts show greater shrinkage [I]. Residual stress that arises due to a variation
of the part thickness is a thennal-induced stress. A moulded component solidifies
from the outside; the polymer in contact with the mould surface fonns a skin that
grows toward the centre of the part. At some point during solidification, the gate
solidifies, isolating the material in the cavity from the runner system and from packing
pressure, as illustrated by Figure 2.3.
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When this happens, the molten polymer inside the skin accounts for most of the
remaining shrinkage that occurs in the part. A thicker part section, since it contains a
higher proportion ofmolten material, experiences greater shrinkage.

2..3.2 Holding Pressure

Since polymers undergo a volumetric expansion when heated, it makes sense to try
and force more molten material into the cavity, so that when it cools and solidifies, the
part can shrink to its required dimensions. Provided the dimensions ofthe cavity have
not been increased too much, increasing the holding pressure forces more material
into the mould cavity, which then leads to the reduction of shrinkage [24]. Increasing
the holding time has a similar effect, assuming the polymer in the gate does not
solidify and seal off the cavity. Maintaining pressure forces more material into the
cavity while shrinkage is taking place, thereby reducing the shrinkage. Residual stress
due to a variation of the holding pressure is a thermal-induced stress.

2..3..3 Melt Temperature

Melt temperature refers to the temperature of the polymer in the cylinderlbarrel just
before injection. The effect of varying the melt temperature contributes to, both flow
and thermal-induced residual stress. As mentioned before, during filling, the polymer
molecules are sheared and elongated, with the maximum shear occurring at the mould
wall. An increase in the melt temperature means an increase in the mobility of the
polymer molecular chains that will lead to a decrease in shear stress. This decrease in
shear stress will reduce shrinkage.

The effect on shrinkage of increasing the melt temperature is however offset by the
following. The increase in melt temperature will continue to cause an increase in
specific volume, meaning that the difference in volume between processing and room
temperature is even greater. The high melt temperature also means an overall lower
cooling rate that leads to higher crystallisation levels [5]. Hence the larger volumetric
increase more than compensates for the effect on shear stress and viscous heating, and
it is found that shrinkage is actually lower at lower moulding temperatures [5].

2..3.4 Injection Rate

The variation of the injection rate affects flow-induced residual stress. Vcry slow
injection rates lead to excessive cooling of the melt front, which subsequently means
an increase in shear. It also results in under packing at remote locations away from
the gate, and non-uniform crystallising rates of the polymer in the mould [24]. This
will result in an increase in shrinkage.

Increasing the injection rate will result in a more uniform polymer and glass fiber
distribution, which typically reduce moulded-in stress and shrinkage [24]. A further
increase of the injection rate on the other hand will lead to a higher melt velocity,
which means the polymer molecules are stretched to a greater degree in the direction
of flow. This is illustrated by Figure 2.4. The thickness of the layer of stretched
molecules at the part surface is also greater, resulting in increased shrinkage.

14
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Shrinkage

Injection Rate

Figure 2.4 Schematic plot of shrinkage versus injection rate.

2.4 Causes of Warpage

As discussed before, warpage is caused by non-unifonn shrinkage. If the shrinkage is
unifonn the part will just become smaller, not deform. There are four mechanisms of
warpage, which can individually or together result in the defonnation of a component.

2.4.1 Uneven cooling of the part

It can be difficult to achieve uniform and balanced cooling of parts, due to the
complexity ofpart and mould design [5]. Figure 2.5 shows a case that may arise, with
a hot upper mould wall and a cold lower mould wall, partly due to uneven cooling
channel placement. This type of asymmetric mould wall temperature distribution
causes differential thermal contractions of the polymer across the part thickness as it
cools from a molten to a solid state. The part warps after it is ejected from the mould
due to internal moments that were set up.

Hot Maid (Upper,

Figure 2.5 Asymmetric thermal shrinkage due to uneven cooling of the part.
M =moment; q = heat flux
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Shrinkage & Warpage)
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2.4.2 Part geometry asymmetry

As shown in Figure 2.6, additional differential strain may arise due to the presence of
a sharp corner in the moulded part. This type of differential shrinkage is similar to
shrinkage generated due to uneven cooling. Owing to poor heat transfer at the inner
surface of the corner, it is hotter there than at the outer surface. Consequently, the
response of planar regions joined at corners might be different from those that are
free.

I
Figure 2.6 Differential thennal strain due to geometry effects.

M = moment; q "= heat flux
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Shrinkage & Warpage)

A variation in the thickness of a part will have the same effect, as can be seen from
Figure 2.7. Shrinkage increases as the wall thickness increases. Differential
shrinkage due to non-uniform wall thickness is a major cause of part warpage in
unreinforced thennoplastics [5]. More specifically, different cooling rates and
crystallisation levels generally arise within parts with wall sections of varying
thicknesses. This causes differential shrinkage, resulting in part warpage.

..
I

High Cooling Rate
I law CrystaltizaliOn t.eveI

l£JW Coc:Mng Rate
High CrystaIliZa1ion leYill

Figure 2.7 Non-unllonn wall thickness leads to part warpage.
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Shrinkage & Warpage)

2.43 Variable packing

A high processing pressure contributes significantly to the variation of density and
thus to the final shrinkage of plastic parts. Also, due to the gate location, the
shrinkage within the plastic part is not unifonn. Referring to Figure 2.8, the region
near the gate has a lower shrinkage as compared to the region far away from the gate
[5]. This non-uniform (differential) shrinkage of the part causes warpage.
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Figure 2.8 Bulk shrinkage and non-uniform planar volumetric shrinkage.
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Shrinkage & Warpage)

2.4.4lVlolecular or fiber orientation due to flow

Polymer molecules stretch during the filling stage, which results in some degree of
anisotropy in shrinkage or mechanical properties in the longitudinal and transverse
directions. Figure 2.9 assists in describing this condition. Material orientation can, in
many cases, be related to the direction of the bulk velocity vector during the filling
stage. Fiber orientation can significantly alter the linear shrinkage and mechanical
properties of the moulded part [5]. The modulus in the direction of fiber orientation is
much larger than the moduli in the directions perpendicular to the fiber orientation.
This anisotropic behaviour changes the response of the moulded part subjected to the
loads generated by other mechanisms.
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Figure 2.9 Anisotropic material beha\ioUT due to flow orientation.
El = longitudinal fiber orientation; E~ = transverse fiber orientation
(Schematic obtained from C-Mold User's Guide Shrinkage & Warpage)
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2.5 Overview of thennal transfer

An injection mould is a solid body that transfers heat by conduction, which means that
this form ofheat transfer will predominate. The source ofenergy is at the mould-melt
interface where the molten polymer gives off heat to the mould which then transfers
heat, through conduction towards the cooling channels and the exterior surface.
Convection occurs at the cooling channels, where there is a coolant flowing to aid
rapid cooling, and at the exterior surface, which is characterised by free convection.
The exterior surface is however treated as adiabatic since the ambient temperature
does not contribute significantly to the cooling process [5]. Radiation as the third
mode ofheat transfer is not considered at all.

In order to ease the mathematical manipulation, certain assumptions are made:
The temperature ofmolten polymer in the cavity is equal throughout as well as
equal to the melt temperature in the barrel; that is, the initial condition is
isothermal.
There is no heat source within the material.
There is no thennal contact resistance at the interfaces between various parts
of the mould; that is, the mould has no inserts or ejector pins.
The mould material is homogeneous which means thermal conductivity
remains constant.
Heat loss through the exterior of the mould is negligible and will be treated as
an adiabatic surface, meaning that the exterior surface will not be modelled.
The effects of hot and cold runners are negligible and will not be modelled.

2.5.1 .Modelling of Heat Transfer in the Mould

Since the mould is assumed to be a solid body, heat flows by conduction according to
Fourier's Law ofheat conduction [6,22,38], which states that the rate of heat transfer
per unit area is proportional to the nonnal temperature gradient. That is,

18

(2.1)

where q" = rate ofheat transfer in the x direction (\V)
k = thennal conductivity (W/m-K)
A = area (m2

)

aT = temperature gradient (Klm)
Ox

The minus sign is inserted to show that heat is being lost as depicted by Figure 2.10

T

x

Figure 2.10 Direction of heat flow.
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Since we assumed no heat source within the material, the energy balance is:

Energy into the mould = change in energy + energy out of the mould
or

(2.2)

where p = mould density (kg/m3
)

C = specific heat of the mould (J/kg-K)
t = time (s)

When expressed in the form of a Taylor-series expansion using only the first two
terms, we have the governing equation

or or [Of a (Of) ]-kA-=pCA--kA -+- - dx
Ox at Ox ox Ox

So that

(2.3)

Since this is a one-dimensional equation, with the mould being a three-dimensional
system, we extend equation (2.3) into a volume equation on a global co-ordinate scale,
giving:

( C) Mm =k [02Tm + o2Tm + 02Tm ]
p m ~ ID ,,2 '"'2 "2

III OX ay OZ
for x En (2.4)

where n is the mould domain and x, y and z are the global cartesian coordinates. The
subscript m stands for mould.

This is a periodic heat transfer process in which heat conduction, and thus the
temperature, varies with respect to time. To increase the efficiency of the simulation
the equation has to be manipulated and simplified to facilitate its application to the
injection moulding process.

Consider Figure 2.11 below

o
Se

Figure 2.11 Schematic three dimensional mould region.

YtL:
x
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where Q = mould region
S p = part-mould interface

S e = cooling channels

S e = exterior surface

In equation (2.4), the mould temperature T ID can be separated into two components:

A steady three-dimensional component T m.s

A time-dependent component T m t

Thus

20

T ID (x, y, z, t) = T m,s (x, y, z) + T m.t (x, y, Z, t) (2.5)

During a typical mould cycle the penetration depth of the thennal pulse due to the
time-varying heat flux from the hot polymer melt is limited to within a few
millimetres from the cavity surface. This means that the mould temperature at the
cooling-channel surface Se and the exterior surface Se are not affected by the
periodically varying component of the mould temperature at the cavity surface, and
we therefore neglect the time variation of temperature at these surfaces and treat them
as steady-state conditions. That is,

Tm,t =0 and T m = T rn,s (x, y, z) (2.6)

2.5.2 Modelling of Boundary Conditions

Conduction heat transfer takes place at the part-mould interface due to the release of
heat from the polymer:

where n = normal to the surface
J = instantaneous heat flux

or
-k ~=J

m an (2.7)

J can be obtained by analysing the heat transfer in the polymer melt During the
mould open stage, J is very small and hence neglected

Heat transfer at the mould-cooling channel interface takes the fonn of forced
convection, according to Newton's Law ofcooling:

(2.8)

I
f

where q = heat into the coolant (W)
h e "= convection heat-transfer coefficient (\V/m2·K)

T m = the mould temperature (K)

T e = cooling channel temperature (K)

A = cooling channel surface area (m2
)
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At the mould-cooling channel interface (see Figure 2.12),

qcoolant = q eO/Jvectloo

which gives:

(2.9)
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where h" = heat transfer coefficient between the mould and the coolant at a bulk
temperature Tc •

Coolant Flow

u

Mould Wall
q

Fignre 2.12 Convection heat transfer.

2.5.3 l\fodeIling of the Steady Component (fm)

The governing equation for the steady component is derived by substituting Tm,s (2.6)
for Too (2.4), and since Tm.s is not a function oftime, we obtain:

(2.1 0)

The boundary condition for the above equation is derived by integrating the boundary
conditions in (2.7) and (2.9) with respect to time to obtain the following:

on the part-mould interface,

where te = tCYcle = filling time + post-filling time + mould open time

(2.11 )

and

on the cooling channel surface

k OTm
.
s =h (T -T)

m.... c m.s c
on

(2.12)
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The rate of heat transfer between the coolant and the mould is dependent on the
temperature gradient, which is in turn dependent on the fluid viscosity, thermal
conductivity, specific heat and density.

2.5.4 Modelling of the Time-varying Component (Tm,J

The time-varying components at this interface cannot be taken as zero because of the
thermal impulse due to the hot polymer. However,

the thermal pulses in the x- and y- directions travel for less than a few
millimetres;
during one typical cycle time, the distance travelled by this thermal pulse is of
the order of the square root of thermal diffusivity times the cycle time;
this distance is less than the element lengths in a typical mesh;
the mould temperature gradients in the x- and y- directions are relatively small.

We therefore ignore the effects of the time-varying component from any element lying
on the mould cavity upon the surrounding elements in the x- and y- directions, so that:
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Tm,1 =Tm,1 (z,t)

Thus, the transient one-dimensional equation becomes

(2.13)

or [~'T]( C) --""'- = k ~P m at m Bz' for xEQ (2.14)

This is a boundary condition which occurs at intervals and the time-varying heat flux

is specified at the mould surface.

J, =J(t)-J (2.15)



Chapter 3

Sensitivity Analysis of Shrinkage

The causes of shrinkage were already discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The objective ofthis
Chapter is to conduct an investigation on the effect of design and processing parameters on
shrinkage using the Injection Moulding Simulation program C-MOLD. Shrinkage will be
determined and discussed for samples with varying thickness, varying conditions of melt
temperature, varying fill times and for 3 different types of polymers while the other
parameter&are kept constant.

Shrinkage is inherent in plastics, while warpage occurs due to uneven shrinkage. The
warpage of a moulded component can be unique to that component, because ofa number of
parameters such as sharp profile changes in complex parts. The test sample for this exercise
will thus be tailored to ensure that little or no warpage takes place.

The geometry ofthe test part is a rectangle 240 x 120 mm, using a single cavity mould with
the location of the gate in the centre. This geometry is selected because it lacks profile
changes. Even if the component is not ejected immediately after solidification, it should
shrink within the mould, and thereby greatly reduce the possibility of warpage. The
location ofthe gate was chosen to eliminate, as far as possible, variable packing. Cooling is
also omitted, which means there are neither cooling channels in the mould, nor any cooling
fluid. Heat from the polymer component thus gets transferred evenly through the solid
mould body to the exterior surface. Adding cooling will speed up the cycle time, but there
is a chance ofuneven cooling, that may introduce stresses that will lead to warpage. Lastly,
fiber filled polymers are avoided to minimise fiber orientation differences.

Some of the C-MOLD input and output files for this Chapter are illustrated in Appendix A.
The rest of the C-MOLD files can be found on the accompanying CD.

3.1 The Process Estimator

The polymer chosen was from the generic family Polypropylene (PP), with an equivalent
BASF grade 2500 PCX. Its tensile modulus is 1000 MPa, poissoin's ratio 0.38, solid
density 0.91 g/cm3

, processing temperature 200-280"C and ejection temperature 93"C. Tool
Steel of standard DIN 1.2312 with density 7.85 g/cm3

, specific heat 460 J/kg.oC, and
th=al conductivity 33 W/m·oC was selected. The injection moulding machine is a 182
ton Mannesman Demag horizontal configuration with a maximum clamping force of 165
tons, injection capacity of 304 g or 340 cm3

, tie rod clearance of 460 mm, and a maximum
machine injection pressure of 133 MPa

C-MOLD consists ofa set ofprocess estimators, which involve computing estimates of key
processing conditions based on specified input requirements. One of these estimators is the
process window, which displays a plot that outlines the region of acceptable melt
temperature and injection pressure combinations. The required inputs are the selected resin,
part thickness and area, range of melt temperatures, mould wall temperature, maximum
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machine injection pressure and flow length. The process window computes a recommended
:fill time and melt temperature, and estimates the injection pressure, which are then indicated
on a plot as the optimal process conditions. The outputs from the process window are,
however, only estimates. C-MOLD uses these values only to start the analysis. The values
for :fill time obtained from the analysis will always differ from the estimated :fill time
because the optimum fill time is computed during the analysis.

The cooling time estimator calculates the estimated amount of time it will take to cool the
part. The cool time calculation requires the resin properties, part thickness, melt
temperature and maximum machine injection pressure. The estimated outputs are the cycle
time and the post fill time.

For the:first analysis, samples of thicknesses ranging from 1-5 mm were used. The process
estimator was used to estimate the process conditions. The results can be viewed below in
Table 3.1. Note that the post-fill time refers to the duration of the post-filling time and not
the time at the end ofthe post-filling stage.

Table 3.1 Varying thickness using the Process Estimator

Thickness Fill Post-Fill Average Minimum Maximum Shrinkage
Time Time Temperature Temperature Temperature

(mm) (seconds) (seconds) COG) COG) (CC) (%)

1 0.986 3.981 71.00 63.84 78.51 1.54
2 0.930 12.65 71.56 70.05 73.43 1.83
3 0.923 27.30 72.05 71.39 72.87 1.90
4 0.919 47.79 71.92 71.54 72.35 1.94
5 0.960 74.20 72.59 72.34 72.87 1.96

The graph in Figure 3.1 below was generated from Table 3.1. Although the ejection
temperature for polypropylene has been specified as 93°C, Figure 3.1 shows part ejection
has occurred at an average temperature of+/- 72°C.
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Figure 3.1 Thickness versus ejection temperature.
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This is because ncc is the cooling time estimated by the cooling time estimator, and it
overrides the prescribed ejection temperature as the criteria to mark the end of post-filling.
The average, minimwn and maximum temperature columns in Table 3.1 refer to the
component temperature at the end of post-filling, and is across the width-length of the
cavity and not across the thickness direction. As the polymer melt front advances, the
cooling effect from the mould waIl creates frozen layers that progress towards the midplane.
For thin components, this phenomenon will result in sections of the component being
solidified while the polymer is still flowing elsewhere, leading to temperature differences
across the width-length of the cavity.

It was also found that the optimal melt temperature prescribed by the process window was
+/- 240 ·C. Experience has shown that industry will always attempt to steer clear of using
melt temperatures of this magnitude in order to speed up production.

3.2 Varying Thickness

The analysis for varying thickness was repeated using a melt temperature of 220"C to add
authenticity to the analysis. The process window is used only to estimate the fill time, and a
part temperature of 93cC was used as the criterion to indicate the end of post filling. The
results can be viewed in Table 3.2. The sample thickness ranges from 1-12 mm.

Table 3.2 Varying thickness

Thickness Fill Post-Fill Ejection Max. Injection Shrinkage
Time Time Temperature Pressure

(mm) (seconds) (seconds) ("C) (MPa) (%)

1 0.980 3.10 91.15 63.02 1.46
2 0.928 8.64 92.20 17.24 1.79
3 0.922 17.87 92.71 8.57 1.88
4 0.918 30.86 92.75 5.30 1.92
5 0.912 47.09 92.97 3.72 1.94
6 0.930 68.36 92.95 2.76 1.95
8 0.947 126.85 92.95 1.74 1.97
10 1.006 193.52 92.99 1.19 1.98
12 1.188 277.40 92.97 0.81 1.99

The graph in Figure 3.2 below was generated from Table 3.2. Thicker parts show greater
shrinkage, as can be seen from Figure 3.2. Injection moulded components solidify from the
outside and the polymer that is in contact with the mould surface forms a skin that grows
toward the centre of the part. The gate will generally freeze off as the external surface
layers cool, leaving the polymer at the core free to contract. The different samples
experiences the same packing time, since the gate freezes at the same instant in time. This
results in thicker components having a bigger molten core to solid outer skin ratio, leading
to a greater percentage of shrinkage for thicker parts. The lack of forced cooling also
allows, more than usual, the polymer molecules to relax to their state of equilibrium. The
contribution of residual stresses due to flow whilst filling is therefore negligible, especially
for the thicker components.
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Figure 3.2 Thickness versus shrinkage.

3.3 Varying Polymers

To analyse the differences between three different types of polymers, the same mould and
injection moulding machine was used for the analysis between the three polymers. This is
the same mould material and machine specifications used for the previous analysis. The
thickness of the sample was constant at 3mm, with the injection temperature constant at
220oe. The three polymers are all injected into the cavity in the same filling time. The
three most used polymer types in the South African plastics processing industry are
Polypropylene, Polyethylene and Polystyrene* with its corresponding BASF equivalent
grades being pp Novolen 2500 PCX, PE-LD Lupolen 2410 H and PS Polystyrol 2710.
Their properties are given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Comparative Polymer Properties

Generic Type Polypropylene Polyethylene Polystyrene

BASF Equivalent pp Novolen PE-LD Lupolen PS Polystyrol
2500 PCX 2410 H 2710

Transitional Classification Semi-Crystalline Semi-Crvstalline Amorphous
Tensile Modulus (MPa) 1000 1500 1500
Poisson's Ratio 0.38 0.4 0.38
Solid Density (Qlcm;j) 0.9 0.87 1.05
Melt Density (g/cm.:l) 0.765 0.77 0.892
Maximum shear rate (1/s) 24000 40000 40000
Ejection Temperature (OC) 93 80 80
Processing Temperature (OC) 200-280 180 - 280 180 - 280
Maximum Shear Stress (MPa) 0.26 0.11 0.24
Transition Temperature (0C) 135 90 100
Applications Sterilised bottles, Squeezable Wall tile. battery

packaging film, bottles. toys, cases, indoor
appliance refrigerated lighting panels
housings housewares

• Information obtained from Sasol Polymers
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The results from the comparative analysis between the three polymers, as obtained from C
MOLD can be viewed in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Varying Polymers

Polymer Filling Holding Maximum Maximum Post-Filling Ejection Clamp Shrinkage
Type Time Pressure Temp. Shear Rate Time Temp. Force

(sec) (MPa) CC) (1/s) (seconds) (0C) (Ton) (%)

PP 0.922 8.57 220.16 3042.9 17.873 92.71 22.552 1.88
PE 0.922 9.91 219.87 3107.1 12.544 66.66 22.589 1.32
PS 0.922 13.17 220.41 3062.2 17.257 72.77 33.524 0.63

Considering all three polymers were injected with the same fill time, at the same melt
temperature and into the same cavity, the variations in post-fill time, holding pressure and
clamp force can be attributed to the polymer properties. Although this chapter is aimed at
analysing shrinkage, it would be worthwhile to analyse the aforementioned processing
parameters since it adds to the understanding of shrinkage variation.

The polymer properties can be compared, by studying the Cross-WLF viscosity model data
plots. This is a plot of viscosity versus shear rate across the processing temperature range.
To incorporate the dependence of polymer viscosity on shear rate, temperature, and
pressure, the Cross-WLF model is used for simulating the post-filling stages in injection
moulding, when the polymer undergoes cooling throughout the cavity.

Viscosity is a material's resistance to flow, and can be expressed as the ratio of shear stress
(force/area) to the shear rate (rate change of shear strain). Shear rate is an important flow
parameter since it influences the amount of shear (viscous) heating.

When studying the viscosity versus shear rate diagram, it is important to understand the
influence of pressure and temperature on the viscosity and shear rate. As shown in Figure
3.3, the melt viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate and temperature due to the
disentanglement and alignment of the molecules and enhanced mobility of polymer
molecules, respectively. In addition, the higher the pressure, the more viscous the melt
becomes.

Pressure
Increases

i
Viscosity

Temperature
Increases

Shear Rate

Figure 3.3 Polymer viscosity depends greatly on the shear rate, pressure and temperature.
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When looking at the viscosity versus shear rate plots (Figures 3.4 - 3.6), note that the
viscosity for polypropylene is slightly less for a given temperature than for polyethylene.
This would result in polypropylene experiencing more viscous heating and less pressure
during mould filling. This explains the higher values for post-filling time and lower values
for holding pressure and clamp force for polypropylene in Table 3.4, compared with
polyethylene.

The viscosity versus shear rate plots for polyethylene and polystyrene appears to be fairly
similar. When, however, one considers that viscosity is equal to shear stress divided by the
shear rate, and noting the higher value of shear stress for polystyrene from Table 3.3, at the
same melt temperature, polystyrene generates more viscous heat. This explains why the
post-fill time for polystyrene is longer than for polyethylene. Although the increase in
temperature means a decrease in pressure, the holding pressure for polystyrene is still more
than for polyethylene. This is because Polystyrene undergoes less volumetric increase and
is less compressible than Polyethylene and also Polypropylene.
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Figure 3.4 VISCOSity versus shear rate diagram for polypropylene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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Figure 3.5 VISCOSity versus shear rate diagram fOT polyethylene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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Figure 3.6 VISCOSity versus shear rate diagram for polystyrene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)

The value of the percentage shrinkage that was obtained from C-MOLD for polystyrene
(Table 3.4) is relatively low when compared with the values for polypropylene and
polyethylene. This can be attributed to the fact that polystyrene is an amorphous polymer.
Semi-crystalline polymers are particularly prone to thermal shrinkage with amorphous
materials tending to shrink less. This is because the molecules of crystalline polymers
rearrange in a more orderly fashion when cooled below their transition temperature, to form
crystallites. The microstructure of amorphous polymers do not change with phase change.
This difference leads to crystalline and semi-crystalline materials having a greater
difference in specific volume between their melt and solid phases. This phenomenon can
also be seen when studying the three specific volume versus temperature diagrams (pvt
diagrams: Figures 3.7 - 3.9), and noticing the sudden increase in specific volume at the
transition temperatures ofpolypropylene and polyethylene.
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Figure 3.7 Specific volmne versus temperature diagram for polypropylene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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Figure 3.8 Specific volume versus temperature diagram for polyethylene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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Figure 3.9 Specific volume versus temperature diagram for polystyrene.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLDpolymer properties database)

3.4 Varying Fill Time

For the analysis on varying fill time, the same polymer, mould material and injection
moulding machine was used as for the analysis on varying thickness. Three samples with
varying thicknesses ranging from 1-2 mm were analysed. The fill time for each sample was
varied, in order to establish the relationship between fill time and shrinkage. The injection
temperature was kept constant at 220°C. These results can be viewed in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Varying Fill Time

Thickness Fill Maximum Max. Injection Maximum Maximum Shrinkage
Time Temp. Pressure Shear Stress Shear Rate

(mm) (sec) CC) (MPa) (MPa) (1/s) (%)

1 0.269 222.98 59.707 0.3337 33570 1.44
1 0.323 222.37 59.608 0.3217 27967 1.45
1 0.542 221.20 59.828 0.2932 16655 1.46
1 0.762 220.65 61.145 0.2765 11892 1.47
1 0.9829 220.2 63.038 0.2626 9325.3 1.46
1 1.203 219.93 64.844 0.2508 7655.1 1.44
1 1.646 219.60 68.424 0.2515 5622.2 1.43
1 2.2096 219.01 74.65 0.2604 4270 1.52

2 0.526 220.70 18.392 0.2233 8137.2 1.76
2 1.062 220.13 17.063 0.1882 4066.7 1.79
2 1.602 219.92 16.621 0.1721 2712.0 1.81
2 2.141 219.82 16.629 0.1613 2035.6 1.82
2 2.687 219.72 16.792 0.1524 1629.3 1.82
2 3.234 219.63 17.054 0.1449 1358.0 1.82
2 4.322 219.45 17.728 0.1337 1020.0 1.81

The graphs in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 below were generated from table 3.5. Very slow fill
times lead to excessive cooling of the melt front, which result in an increase in shear stress.
It also results in under packing at remote locations away from the gate, and non-unifonn
crystallising rates of the polymer in the mould. This will result in an increase in shrinkage.

Increasing the fill time will result in a more uniform polymer and glass fiber distribution,
which typically reduces moulded-in stress and shrinkage [24]. A further increase of the
injection rate on the other hand will lead to a higher melt velocity, which means the polymer
molecules are stretched to a greater degree in the direction of flow. The thickness of the
layer of stretched molecules at the part surface is also greater, resulting in increased
shrinkage. However, we see that the shrinkage becomes less with a further increase in fill
time. This deviation from the norm can be attributed to the fact that there is improved
packing caused by the ram effect of the fast moving molecules [25].
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Figure 3.10 Fill time versus shrinkage - Imm thickness.
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Figure 3.11 Fill time versus shrinkage - 2mm thickness.

3.5 Varying Melt Temperature

In analysing shrinkage with regard to varying the melt temperature, the same polymer,
mould material and machine were used as for the varying thickness analysis. Since the
specified processing temperature range for polypropylene is 200-280'C, values within this
range were selected with lOT intervals in between. The thickness of the sample that was
analysed was kept constant at 4 mm. Mould wall temperatures were also kept constant.
The results are shown in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.12.

Table 3.6 Varying Melt Temperatures

MellTemp. Fill Holding Maximum Maximum Post-Fill Ejection Shrinkage
Time Press Temp. Shear Rate TIme Temp.

('Cl (sec) (MPa) ('C) (1/s) (seconds) ('Cl (%)

200 0.918 6.40 200.33 2262.5 27.359 92.66 1.90
210 0.918 5.82 210.24 2258.8 29.109 92.80 1.91
220 0.918 5.30 220.18 2242.4 30.859 92.75 1.92
230 0.918 4.86 230.12 2248.1 32.610 92.52 1.93
240 0.918 4.45 240.07 2249.9 34.110 92.58 1.94
250 0.918 4.09 250.04 2240.4 35.359 92.93 1.94
260 0.918 3.75 260.02 2234.2 36.870 92.70 1.95
270 0.918 3.46 270.01 2232.8 38.121 92.80 1.95
280 0.918 3.20 280.00 2231.9 39.371 92.79 1.96

During filling, the polymer molecules are sheared and elongated, with the maximum shear
occurring at the mould wall. An increase in melt temperature means an increase in the
mobility of the polymer molecular chains, leading to a decrease in shear stress. This
decrease in shear stress will reduce the shrinkage in the component.

As mentioned before in Chapter 2, the effect on shrinkage of increasing the melt
temperature is offset by the following. The increase in melt temperature will continue to
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cause an increase in specific volume, meaning that the difference in volume between
processing and room temperature is even greater. The high melt temperature also means an
overall lower cooling rate that leads to higher crystallisation levels [5]. Hence the larger
volumetric increase more than compensates for the effect on shear stress and viscous
heating, and it is found that shrinkage is actually lower at lower moulding temperatures [5],
as illustrated by Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Melt temperature versus shrinkage.



Chapter 4

Injection Moulding Analysis Case Study

This Chapter will focus on an injection moulding simulation that was performed for a
polymer component using C-MOLD. The C-MOLD simulation is based on a Finite
Element Stress Analysis that was performed using ABAQUS. The stress analysis was
conducted by an outside contractor, and will subsequently not be discussed in this
chapter. The main purpose of the C-MOLD simulation was to establish the necessary
parameters and conditions for the subsequent design of the injection mould and for
part production. A total number of 9 analyses were performed for the initial designs
and a total of 8 analyses for the final design specifications. Characteristic parameters
for these runs are discussed in Section 4.6.

4.1 Background

A comprehensive injection moulding analysis is to be performed on a component
resembling a polypropylene component (Figure 4.1), under certain particular injection
moulding conditions. The injection moulding analysis must be carried out in
accordance with the results obtained from the stress analysis, as well as additional
design specifications issued by the client.

Figure 4.1 Isometric views of the component.

The injection moulding analysis involves the simulation of all the processes, from
filling to cooling, as well as an assessment of the shrinkage and warpage of the part.
The following specifications and optimum conditions were produced as a result of the
analysis:

• gate location
• vent locations
• weld lines in the component
• cooling channel layout and details
• the extent ofshrinkage and warpage ofthe component

The injectOD moulding analysis consists of the following four facets:
• simulation ofthe filling process
• simulation ofthe post-filling (or packing) process
• simulation of the cooling process
• analysis of the shrinkage and warpage of the part
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4.2 Filling Process

A single cavity mould was used. It therefore did not require the consideration of
runner balancing. However, it was still important to choose the gate locations in such
a manner as to produce, as far as possible, balanced flow. Flow balancing involves the

.minimisation of the variation of the melt front area, and therefore the melt front
velocity. Abrupt and sharp changes in the melt front area give rise to surface stresses
which cause component warpage (stress relieving through deformation) [2].

An optimum location of the gate will therefore require the melt front sections to reach
the outermost cavity boundaries at the same instance. This minimisation of the
variation of the melt front area can be coupled to an optimum ram speed profile
(variation of the injection rate) to produce, theoretically, a constant melt front velocity
[2]. The recommended ram speed profiles were produced by the analysis although it
was not certain whether or not the actual machine that would be used would have the
necessary capability.

Since the part is bi-symmetrical, the gate was simply located at the intersection of the
lines of symmetry (an obvious choice), as shown in Figure 4.2. This position also
avoids unwanted jetting of the polymer melt as well as welding of polymer, except at
the small inserts near the fringes of the part. A standard pin gate is used. It is
envisaged that the injection will be direct (from the melt chamber) into the sprue of the
injection mould. Pictures illustrating the melt front advancement can be viewed in
Appendix G.

Figure 4.2 Gate location of the component.

An exit sprue diameter of 10-12 mm (depending on the standards available for the
chosen sprue length) will suffice. Increasing the gate size would not have improved
the packing since the region near the gate freezes offbefore the actual gate.

The air traps for the part are shown in Figure 4.3. These specifY the locations of the
air vents in the injection mould. In general, venting is carried out through the mould
split as well as the ejector pin holes. However, the mould designer I manufacturer
must use this data to ensure proper venting at the outset.
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Figure 4.3 Air traps and weld lines.

Weld lines can be observed in the part because of the inserts in the flow region. These
weld lines are unavoidable due to the design. The main task is to ensure that the weld
lines do not occur in areas of high stresses since they lead to part weakness due to
weaker material bonding [1]. According to the stress analyses carried out, the high
stress areas (both due to bending and shear) occur around the bends in the part. The
weld lines, on the other hand, occur away from these areas, as seen in Figure 4.3.
Weaknesses due to polymer welding in higher stress areas are therefore not a cause for
concern.

The optimum cavity filling times are chosen so that the injection pressures (at the
cavity inlets) are minimal. This condition results in the minimum clamping force
necessary. Increasing or decreasing the fill times will increase the injection pressure
(due to increased viscosity or increased injection rate respectively), and therefore lead
to higher clamping forces necessary [1].

4.3 Process Parameters and Packing

4.3.1 Injection Pressure

The ram pressure at the entrance of the mould steadily increases from zero at the start
of the filling stage to a maximum at the end of the filling stage. This maximum
pressure is then retained and the mould cavity is allowed to pack under this constant
pressure. The maximum injection pressure required to fill the cavity is 53 MPa.

4.3.2 Inlet Melt Temperature

An inlet melt temperature of 255°C has been calculated for optimum performance
(with respect to flow length and cavity pressure). Owing to the size ofthe component,
a lower temperature is not recommended for purposes of reducing the cooling (and
therefore the cycle) time. This will cause an increase in flow viscosity resulting in
higher inlet pressures (and hence requiring higher clamping forces) [2]. Furthermore,
lower viscosities will result in inferior part quality, for example, inferior welding of the
polymer. The temperature increases due to viscous heating are moderate, and a good
average temperature is maintained until the end of the filling process. These values are
quantified in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1 Melt temperatures at the end of the filling stage

Initial melt temperature 255°C

Maximum bulk temperature 259°C

Minimum bulk temperature 235°C

Average bulk temperature 247°C

4.3.3 Clamping Force

At the end of the filling stage, the inlet pressure is held constant (during the post
filling or packing stage), allowing for the cavity to be compacted. This gives rise to a
sudden increase in the clamping force necessary, whereafter it decreases as a result of
decreasing pressure in the cavity due to cooling/solidification of the part. The
clamping forces required are given in Table 4.2. The maximum value of 925 tons
occurs during the post-filling or packing stage. If an 8% factor of safety is used to
counter flashing of the part, a 1000 ton capacity machine would be required.

Table 4.2 Clamping forces required

Maximum value at end of Maximum value during Value using a factor of
filling stage post-filling (packing) stage safety of l.08

678 Ton 925 Ton 1000 Ton

4.3.4 Process Cycle Time

At the end of the filling time, the mould cavity is packed under pressure. During this
compaction stage, the part temperature reduces significantly. After packing, further
cooling is required until the ejection temperature of 93°C is reached. The times for
the various stages are shown in Table 4.3. A period of 10 seconds has been added to
the end of the cooling time to allow for mould opening, part ejection, and mould
closing.

Table 4.3 Stage and cycle times

Time at end of Time at end of Time at end of Cycle Time
Filling Stage Packing Stage Cooling Stage

6.2 s 22.0 s 30.3 s 40 s

A cycle time of 40 seconds is given in the table above. Note that the cooling time
increases exponentially with increasing part thickness. Reducing the part thickness is
not recommended since it will lead to other negative effects such as higher viscous
resistance (and increased cavity pressure), higher process induced stresses (and
increased shrinkage/warpage), etc [1].
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4.4 Cooling System

Cooling channel layouts are chosen to produce, as far as possible, a uniform heat
dissipation (even cooling) from the components. This minimises the thermal stresses,
·leading to a reduction in the warpage of the part [5]. Equally spaced channels are
specified inside both halves ofthe mould, as shown in Figure 4.4.

38

Fignre 4.4 Cooling channel layout for core and cavity halves.

The yellow channels represent cooling hoses, temperature controllers and regulators.
The green channels represent cooling channels within the mould. The suggested layout
also allows for coolant transmission into the core for optimum heat dissipation. -

The recommended specifications for the cooling system are given in Table 4.4. It must
be noted that a fairly high coolant flowrate has been specified. In the actual injection
moulding, this value may have to be compromised (depending on the facilities
available), which in turn will compromise the cooling time of the component and hence
the cycle time.

Table 4.4 Cooling system specifications

Coolant Pure Water

Coolant temperature lOoC

Coolant flow rate 420 litres/min

Cooling channel diameter lOnnn

The temperature distribution along the part (bulk averaged) at the end of the cycle
time, or at the point of ejection, is given in Figure 4.5. It shows a maximum
temperature of 94°C (recommended ejection temperature) and a minimum temperature
of 60°C. Figure 4.6 depicts the temperature difference distribution between the cavity
and core sides of the part. A maximum value of 18°C is recorded along the corners of
the part - due to the difficulties in cooling the part at these locations. Nevertheless,
the values are within satisfactory boundaries [4].
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Figure 4.6 Temperature difference.

4.5 Shrinkage and Warpage

Owing to the nature and application of the component, it is important to ensure a high
degree of uniform heat dissipation to reduce the degree ofwarpage [5]. The shrinkage
and warpage of the part (that is, the total displacement of the part from the original) is
depicted in the two views in Figure 4.7. A visual inspection indicates a degree of
shrinkage (which is normal), and the associated warpage of the part. At this stage, the
warpage in the centre of the part in the downward y-direction is of concern. But this
can easily be reduced in the actual injection moulding, through increased holding
pressure.

...

Figure 4.7 Side and top view shrinkage.
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For purposes of specifying shrinkage allowances for the mould cavity dimensions, the
plot given in Figure 4.8 is used. Although only a plot of x-displacement is given,
similar plots for z-displacement and y-displacement are available. Figure 4.8 measures
a total x-displacement of 10.84 mm along the overall length of 600 mm, giving a
·shrinkage of 1.8%. This is in line with expected values for the specified polymer
grade. Shrinkages ofup to 2.79010 are reported by the analysis, but these are localised
and do not affect the overall linear shrinkage ofthe part.
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....um

Figure 4.8 X-Displacement plot.

4.6 Analysis and Discussion of Results

The injection moulding analysis started while the finite element stress analysis was still
conducted. Even if there are geometric changes, the advantage here is that the basic
process parameters and cooling channel layout should be finalised when the component
design is done. The finite element stress analysis, necessitated two changes to the
component: firstly wall thickness was made uniform, and then the support rib spacing
was widened.

In the following Table 4.5, the abbreviations for the headings are as follows:

Wall Thick.
Rib DisL
Melt Temp.
CC Design
Temp. Difference
Unbal. Cool. Shrink:
Non- Unif Shrink
Proc. Shrink

- the wall thickness ofthe component
-distances between the supporting ribs
- injection temperature ofthe polymer
- different cooling channel designs
- temperature difference between the mould core and cavity
- shrinkage due to unbalanced cooling only
- shrinkage due to all other factors except unbalanced cooling
- process induced shrinkage (total ofunbalanced cooling &

non-uniform)
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Table 4.5 Results of injection moulding analyses
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C-MOLD Input Data C-MOLD Output Data

# Wall Rib Melt Fill Post- CC Temp. Proc. Non- Unbal.
Thick. Dis!. Temp. Time Filling Design Diffe- Shrink Unif. Cool.

Time rence Shrink Shrink

mm mm DegC Sec Sec DegC % % %

1.1 2-3 30x28 254.69 6.33 43 No.1 28.82 12.62 -11.05 0.19

1.2 2-3 30x28 254.69 flug ~~ mJ!l\2 34.86 12.98 12.52 0.23J.J'

1.3 2-3 30x28 254.69 !lll6 30.38 Noltl 30.6 13.98 -10.44 0.52

1.4 2-3 30x28 254.69 6.34 30.36 Ei 25.67 -8.76 -10.88 0.13..

1.5 2-3 30x28 254.69 6.34 30.37 I\!dS"S 25.46 -10.78 7.77 0.16

1.6 2-3 30x28 254.69 6.34 30.36 trdiS!! 22.55 -9.23 -11.11 0.11

1.7 2-3 30x28 254.69 6.34 30.36 fL~ 20.11 -8.84 -10.61 -G.07

2.1 ~ 30x28 254.69 6.25 30 NO.7 18.70 -1.77 -1.77 0.07

2.2 3 30x28 254.69 5:12 29.15 NO.7 19.34 -1.75 -2.7 0.08

3.1 3 aIX32 25l'l 6.24 30.26 No.7 18.22 3.32 3.29 0.08

3.2 3 37x32 240 6.24 30.26 NO.7 17.52 3.6 3.57 0.07

3.3$ 3 37x32 [$'t.~ 6.24 30.26 No.7 18.75 -2.79 -2.77 0.08

3.4 3 37x32 254.69 6.24 30.26 N(j3:1l 19.60 -2.76 -2.75 0.08

3.5 3 37x32 254.69 6.24 30.26 Nq1Jj 19.65 -2.77 -2.76 0.08

3.6 3 37x32 254.69 ~ 31.21 NO.7 18.30 3.46 3.42 0.07

3.7 3 37x32 254.69 6'1lA 30.66 NO.7 18.52 3.3 3.26 0.08=.~ ...~

3.8$ 3 37x32 254.69 fuZ4 30.27 NO.7 18.73 -2.78 -2.78 0.08

- Colour changes denote input file changes between successive analyses

- Input files between analysis 3.3 & 3.8 are the same, except that a different FEM

model was used

The design of the cooling channel layout was completed by the first geometry change
of constant wall thickness. The cooling channel spacing was equal to the support rib
spacing and yielded relatively good shrinkage results. Once the spacing ofthe support
ribs changed, as with the second geometric change, the spacing of the cooling
channels had to change to prevent uneven cooling. Although the shrinkage increased,
the finite element stress analysis showed a better designed part.

For analysis 2.2 the fill time was reduced, but this only resulted in an increase in
temperature difference and shrinkage. Melt temperature was also reduced for analysis
3.2, but this just increased the shrinkage.
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More changes were made, but no significant differences in the results were shown.
The parameters and design ofanalysis 3.3 were finally selected for the manufacture of
the injection mould. Appendix H shows the performance of the component on
application.

4.7 Conclusions

This study is a case in point that injection moulding is a business ofcompromises, and
most of the time it is not possible to have the optimum position for everything. The
cooling channel layout could have been optimised further, but the time delay for
additional simulations would not have justified the improvement. The values for
shrinkage were already within satisfactory boundaries.

Since the component behaved under moulding and loading as predicted by the
simulation analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn

- The elimination ofthe trial and error process reduced the turnaround time of
producing the injection mould.

- Even with the large amount ofparameters available, computer simulation
improves the engineer's ability to accurately predict the optimum process
conditions.

- The extent of shrinkage and warpage was determined.

- Achieving balanced cooling is not difficult when using the appropriate
injection moulding simulation software.
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ChapterS

An Alternative Model for the Stress Build-Up during Cooling of
Injection Moulded Thermoplastics

5.1 Introduction

The aim of this Chapter is to propose a model for the cooling stress build-up in the
injection moulding process, and to compare the shrinkage from the model with the
shrinkage detennined using commercial software. The pressure history in the molten
polymer and the stresses within the solidifYing layers during cooling is identified with
reference to a rectangular cavity.

When molten polymer is cooled through its solidification temperature, the cooling
starts from the mould surface and penetrates inwards. Shrinkage during injection
moulding can be demonstrated using free quenching as an example, whereby a
component of uniform temperature is suddenly sandwiched by cold mould walls.
During the early cooling stages, when the external layers in contact with the mould
walls cool and start to shrink, most of the polymer at the core is still molten and free
to contract. As the internal core cools, thermal contraction is constrained by the rigid
external layers. This means that solidification at the mould surface take place free of
constraints, while the intemallayers solidify on a rigid shell which already underwent
its contraction. This results in a typical state of stress distribution with tension in the
core balanced by compression in the outer layers [1], as shown below.

Free
Contraction

I I
~

Early Cooling

Frozen
Layers

Constrained
Contraction

Later Cooling

T(+)

Post Moulding

Figure 5.1 Development ofcooling stress in a free quenched moulded part.

Models describing the cooling stress build up during free quenching are normally
developed based on the above description. However, cooling stress distributions
found in articles obtained by injection moulding were very different from articles on
free quenching, since injection moulding depends on, for instance, the holding time
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[47]. These suggest that features such as interaction of the polymer with the mould
and the pressure history in the melt play a very important role.

The pressure profile needs to be traced over the cavity thickness to describe the
cooling stress distribution in injection moulded samples. In general, the pressure

. gradually increases during filling, and continues to increase during packing to reach a
maximum in the early packing stage, and then starts to drop due to cooling and gate
freezing. Accordingly, the material at the outer layers and centre layers solidifY when
the pressure level is low, whereas the intermediate layers freeze under high packing
pressure [1].

This means that the various layers will shrink differently, according to the specific
volume versus temperature curves that govern the shrinkage behaviour of a material.
Hypothetically, if each layer was detached from the others next to it as shown in
Figure 5.2 below, then the material elements in the left side figure would have shrunk
like those in the right side figure. In this case, the intermediate layers tend to shrink
less than the others because of the higher frozen-in density. In reality, all the layers
are bound together. Therefore, the end result will be a compromised shrinkage
distribution with intermediate layers being compressed and outer and centre layers
being stretched [1].

~

" ~

...............~

......................••.•.....~

Figure 5.2 Layer deformation as different frozen·in densities interact with each other.

While a component is still constrained in the mould cavity, the internal stress that
accumulates during solidification is referred to as in-cavity residual stress. This in
cavity residual stress is the force that drives post-ejection part shrinkage and warpage.
After part ejection, the constraints from the mold cavity are released, and the part is
free to shrink and deform. After it settles to an equilibrium state, the remaining stress
inside the part is called process-induced residual stress, or simply, residual stress.

The stress profile in the left side figure of Figure 5.3 is the in-cavity residual stress
(generally tensile stress), in which the molded part remains constrained within the
mould prior to ejection. Once the part is ejected and the constraining force from the
mould is released, the part will shrink and warp to release the built-in residual stress
and reach an equilibrium state as shown by the right side figure. The equilibrium
state means that there is no external force exerted on the part and the tensile and
compressive stresses over the part cross-section should balance with each other.
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Figure 5.3 In-eavity residual stress profile versus process-induced residual stress profile.

5.2 Solidifying Polymer as a Continuum Body

5.2.1 Introduction

Continuum mechanics considers material bodies in the form of solids, liquids and
gasses [39]. The object ofmechanics as part ofphysics is the scientific understanding
of the motion of material bodies. Thermodynamics, another field of physics,
investigates the transformation and exchange of energy. This includes the concept of
heat and temperature and postulates that all processes are irreversible. Using the
hypothesis that the spatial distribution of matter is continuous, mechanics and
thermodynamics can be described as one unified theory. A material body can
therefore be identified with a three-dimensional manifold; the elements of this
manifold (or material points) are in one-to-one correspondence with position vectors
of their actual places in a Euclidean space on physical observation. Furthermore, the
material body is mapped into a reference space, which must be introduced to associate
mathematical "names" to the material elements. As a general consequence of those
basic assumptions, continuum therrno-mechanics is a field theory in the sense that all
physical quantities depend on space and time.

All statements of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics separate into two
different categories, namely universal and individual statements. The principles of
kinematics and the balance relations of mass, momentum, energy and entropy are
universal. These are accepted as general natural laws to be true for all systems,
irrespective of their material properties. Th"e individual behaviour of a particular
material body is represented by constitutive equations. These are mathematical
models rather than natural laws and represent the real behaviour of matter in a certain
class ofprocesses and with certain approximations.

5.2.2 Basic Notations

The position vector of a material element in its current and reference configuration is
denoted by x and X, respectively. According to the choice ofreference, x is related to
the Euclidian space of physical observation and denotes the current position of the
material element under consideration. The "name" X of the same material element
corresponds to a point in some arbitrary reference space. The deformed position of a
material body is given by the function x = <PR(X,t), where the index R,symbolizes the
dependence of this function on the choice of reference configuration. In general, the
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space of reference is completely independent from the space of physical observation,
that is, the reference configuration is not occupied by the body at some instant to. It
is however possible to identify the two spaces in special cases. If this is done, the
displacement field can be defined as

U(X,t) = q>R (X,t) - X
U(X,t) = x - X(X,t)

(Lagrangian Form)
(Eulerian Form)

(5.1)
(5.2)

The two descriptions are related by means of the motion x = q>R(X,t), namely

U(X,t) = V[ q>R-1(X,t),t ] = u(x,t) (5.3)

These considerations are summarized schematically in Figure 5.4. For each fixed
time, t the mapping q>R is invertible. Accordingly, any time dependent physical
quantity can be represented either by x or X as an independent variable. This
correspondence is due to the choice of the spatial (Eulerian) or material (Lagrangian)
representation, respectively. The different representations lead to different fields for
one and the same physical quantity. Although these two fields are completely
equivalent, particular quantities may naturally appear in the context of a spatial or
material representation.

Undeformed

<PR (X,t)
~ Invertible Mapping

Deformed

Figure 5.4 Configurations of a material body.

The modelling of flows occur naturally in the context of a spatial (Eularian)
representation. Although this thesis deals with the deformation of a solid (solidified
melt), we use the spatial representation so as to be consistent with previous analysis
on the flow of the molten polymer. Hence, the deformation of the continuum body
will be described using infinitesimal deformation theory and the Eulerian description
ofbody motion will be employed.
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5.23 The General Model

Consider a rectangular mould having thickness 2b. The four thin faces of the polymer
and mould will be referred to as edges and the remaining two larger faces as walls.

Figure 5.5 Model geometry and axis.

In order to simplify the mathematical manipulation the following assumptions are
made:

Any effect of the distance from the gate is disregarded.
Directions normal to the thickness are all considered equivalent.
The temperature distribution of the molten polymer at the end of filling, when
packing starts, is taken to be uniform.
Mould wall temperature changes are neglected.
Convection at the edges are negligible, so that at each instant, the temperature
changes only along the thickness direction.

When packing starts, the first solid layer forms on the mould wall and solidification
proceeds inwards towards the midplane with time. While the part is solidifying, the
length (x-axis) and width (z-axis) can undergo some deformation. This length and
width deformation is non-linear with respect to thickness. The pressure will stretch
the part walls against the mould walls during the initial packing stages and shrinkage
can only occur once the internal pressure starts to drop.

If both the pressure in the molten polymer and the adhesion of the part to the mould
walls are negligible, the part is subjected to free quenching. Under such conditions
the part will undergo continuing length shrinkage due to the effect of thermal
contraction of the layers, from the solidification temperature to the wall temperature.

If internal pressure is considered, it can be seen from Figure 5.6 that, at the instant
when solidification starts, a force proportional to the melt pressure builds up on the
sample edges.

Ysb

---...I....---L.------Midplane

---Stretching
force

.--~-..,---r----r---r-~----.i~~.---,--~--r__ Solid polymer

---<---"'--_-;.--+--L.'------.-<'-----_£-_L-_ Solidification layer

Melt under
pressure,p

Figure 5.6 Polymer cross section during solidification.
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This force stretches the solid polymer laying on the mould walls, but as long as the
mould remains closed, neither the length nor width of the sample can increase above
its initial values. This pressure build-up also causes densification of the layers at the
instant of their solidification. This density increase, counteracts the tendency to
shrink that was caused by the temperature decrease. At each instant, the stress

.distribution in the solid shell laying on the mould walls must be in equilibrium with
the external forces acting on it. These forces are related to the melt pressure that
squeezes the solid polymer against the mould, and the interaction between the solid
polymer and the mould.

5.3 Governing Equations

The generalized Hooke's law will be used here as our constitutive relation. In a three
dimensional space [17] the strain along a direction x normal to y and z is represented
as follows:

x
~"",,,,--

z

Figure 5.7 Element subjected to !ri-axial stresses.

l: =~(cr -vcr -vcr )
xx E xx YY z:z.

where f. = strain
E = youngs modulus
cr = stress
v = poisson ratio

then

l: =~fcr +vcr -vcr -vcr -vcr }
xx Elxx xx xx yy z:z.

(5.4)

The stress tensor for the three-dimensional element is:
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Defining one third of the trace of the stress tensor:

. and substituting equation (5.5) into (5.4) gives:

1E= =-{(l+vp= -3vcr}
E
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(5.5)

(5.6)

Consider the sample when solidification is taking place at Ys as shown in Figure 5.6.
Referring to the solid layer at the solidification temperature Ts, the strain along a
direction x normal to y can be written as

Ex =-.!.-{(l+vPx -3vcr}+ET (5.7)
E

where ET is the linear thermal contraction evaluated from the solidification
temperature. For an amorphous polymer, ET can be written as

ET = ra(T)dT (5.8),

where a is the linear thermal expansion coefficient. From Figure 5.6, we consider
normal stress along width and length directions to be equal; that is, the normal stress
along any direction z normal to both x and y is equal to crx :

As long as pressure in the melt remains positive, the solid layer is held against the
mould walls. Under these conditions cry does not depend on y. Hence:

cry = crnormal - P

where p = pressure in the melt, and since we are neglecting normal stress, from
equation (5.5):

(5.9)

Substitute equation (5.9) into (5.7), so the strain at the solidification layer becomes:
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1
Ex = E {ax+vax -2vax+VP}+ET

1
Ex =-{ax-vax +VP}+ETE

Ex =~{(l-vPx +Vp}+ ET
E
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(5.10)

At the solid-melt interface, solidification takes place under hydrostatic pressure, so
that all three stress components are equal to the hydrostatic pressure (-p) at this point.

fory=ys (5.11)

Mould

This layer solidified
at timet'

Deformation (8)
at surface

rr-- .._-r--+----Solidification layer

y. y

p

___----'__----L. Midplane

Figure 5.8 Polymer sample undergoes a continuous length shrinkage
due to thennal contraction of the layers.

The stress distribution will change with time, and is not dependant on y. This means
that the change in deformation of each solid layer between two different instants t and
t' does not depend on y. However, the change in strain in the layers is equal to the
change in shrinkage at the mould surface, giving:

Ex (t, y)- Ex (1', y) =6(t)- 6(1')

where 6(t) is the shrinkage with respect to the mould, and t' is the instant when
solidification takes place at y. Further manipulation gives

Sx (t, y) = Ex (t', y)+ 6(t)- 6(t')

= S5(Y)+ 6(t)-65 (y)

where bs(Y) is the shrinkage of the layer y when it solidified, and Es(Y) is the strain of
that layer at the instant ofsolidification.
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Grouping Es(Y) and bs(y) into l1(Y), the above equation becomes

Substituting equation (5.12) into (5.10) gives
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(5.12)

(5.13)

This equation holds for each layer of y in the solid polymer shelL Since ET only
becomes applicable once the layer is solidified, at the solid-melt interface

and at the surface layer

at t=0

(5:14)

(5.15)

Although friction between the two solid polymer shells and the mould walls gives rise
to a change of the stress distribution along the x and z planes it is neglected. Only the
interaction between the solid polymer and mould edges is accounted for, since it
prevents the sample from exceeding its initial dimensions. The melt pressure
stretches the solid shell through the force acting on the sample edges.

At any solidification layer

py + interactions with mould edges = internal forces

= f O"x (y)dy (5.16)

py = f O"x (y)dy when 8(t)<O (5.17)

5.4 Solution Procedure

The solution to the final stress distribution will now be discussed.

Mould

b

Solidified at t = t'

Solidified at t = t'+M

..
y,

=tt
___..L..-__~ -'-- Midplane

Figure 5.9 Polymer cross section.
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Integrating equation (5.13) over the solidified polymer layers

where 1= b Y ="L.. and Y =1.
b' 'b b

and substituting equation (5.17):
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-.!.-(I-v)PY, +-.!.-vp(l- Y,)+r l:TdY =rT\(Y}lY +8(1- Y,)
E E • •

E.[(I-v)Y, +v(l-Y,)]+r l:TdY =rT\(Y}lY +8(1- Y,)
E ••

E.(y, -2vY, +v)+ rl l:TdY = rl
T\(Y}lY + 8(1- Y,) (5.18)

E J~ ~

Assume that the function T\(Y) is known from Y down to Y'" where Y', refers to the
layer that solidified at time t'. At time t = t' + /It, solidification takes place at Y,. 8
can be numerically calculated from equation (5.81) once the actual pressure and
temperature fields are known. Within first order numerical approximation, the
integral ofT\ can be written as

and substituting equation (5.14):

Equation (5.15) is the starting point to the numerical procedure, when solidification
takes place on the surface layer. Equation (5.19) is substituted into equation (5.18) in
order to determine 8(t). If the value obtained for 8 is positive, the interaction between
the sample and the mould cavity keeps it zero. Equation (5.15) is used only to start
the procedure at the surface layer. For subsequent layers, the value of8(t), provided it
is negative, as obtained in equation (5.18) will be used in equation (5.14), to calculate
TJ. Once 8(t) and TJ are kno\V"Il, the stress can be calculated from equation (5.13). This
procedure is then repeated in order to solve the shrinkage throughout melt
solidification.
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G{2v-I}P2 -11IY1; Y2)-110(Yo- YJ+ ~ (Y2-2Y2v+V)P2 +u(To,L2 -T2XyO - Y2)

SL2
(Yo- y 2)+(Y1; Y2)

~
I

112 = E {2v-I}P2 -SL2

~

G L2

E(-Su +112 - ~2 -U(TO,L2 -T,))

I-v

Figure 5.10 Algorithm for the solution ofshrinkage during melt solidification,
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5.5 Discussion of Results
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The calculations for the solution procedure was performed with the aim of
determining the cooling stress across the injection mould cavity, and to compare the
shrinkage from the proposed model with the shrinkage determined using commercial

. software.

The polymer that was chosen for the analysis is a polypropylene with the commercial
name Borealis. All of the relevant properties were sourced from the database of the
commercial software C-MOLD. The tensile modulus is 1700 MPa, poissoin's ratio
0.38, linear thermal expansion coefficient 9.44e-5 lrC and the ejection temperature
93°C.

Once the complete cooling time for this particular sample was known, this overall
time had to be divided into an arbitrary number of equal time intervals. For these
layers of equal time intervals, the pressure and temperature fields needed to be
identified, in order to solve the shrinkage and stress. The finite element analysis
software package ABAQUS was used to determine the temperature field, and also to
identitY the dimensional instances of Ys across the half-gap b. The ABAQUS input
data is discussed in Appendix B, while the output data is illustrated in Appendix C.

The sample chosen for the analysis was 4mm thick, and since we assume cooling to
be symmetrical and the stress distribution to be even, only one half of the part is
analysed. This half-gap distance is 2mm or since the dimensional instances is
relatively small, 2000 microns. The ABAQUS analysis shows the total time to
solidification for the specimen to be 34.36 sec. This time is divided into equal time
intervals and the closest ABAQUS time interval is selected (see Appendix C). Time
intervals of 80 and 60 were chosen with multiples of 40, 30, 20, 10 and 5 generated
from it. The distance from the midplane is also identified for each layer.

The commercial software C-MOLD is not programmed to simulate forced cooling
until such time that the part is solidified across its entire thickness, but rather
programmed to calculate the ejection temperature which is the more relevant criterion
for industrial users. This means that a C-MOLD analysis would predict cooling of a
part typical of a situation where the core would still be molten polymer, but the outer
shell would be rigid enough to counter the pressure in the melt. In this case the
ejection time predicted by C-MOLD is 18.687 seconds (Appendix F).

The solution procedure for the cooling stress model was solved using Fortran. The
Fortran input data is discussed in Appendix D, while the output data is shown in
AppendixE.

In the case of the model, the initial layers show a positive value for shrinkage due to
the pressure in the melt. At a distance of 1475 microns from the midplane and a time
of 10.31 seconds, shrinkage for all the different layer intervals becomes negative,
(Figure 5.11) indicating ejection criteria. Ejection time for the model is 7 seconds
faster then in C-MOLD.
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Half-Cavity Shrinkage Profile
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Figure 5.11 Graph illustrating shrinkage versus thickness distance.

The difference in time between C-MOLD and the model can be attributed to the
following reasons. The model assumes that cooling starts once the cavity is filled and
that the temperature distribution of the molten polymer at the start of the analysis is
uniform. Although this should mean a longer ejection time for the model, it is offset
by the fact that the mould wall temperature changes for the model was neglected,
meaning faster cooling. This is evident from the solidification profile (Figure 5.12),
where there is an increase in cooling at the mould wall. This would not be the case
for C-MOlD, where the mould temperature would increase due to the thermal pulse.
Also, the model does not take into account viscous heating due to flow, which
increases the temperature. The increase in cooling close to the midplane is expected
since the hot core that served as a source ofenergy fOT intermediate layers is removed_

Solidification Temperature Profile through Half cavity
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Figure 5.12 Solidification temperature profile.
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Half-Cavity Cooling Stress Profile

Although the pressure increases in the early packing stage and then starts to drop, a
lack of pressure data to determine this pressure field meant pressure decay had to be
assumed. The pressure field used in the analysis starts at 4.8 MPa (to keep inline with
C-MOLD) at the end of filling and reduces linearly per layer to zero at the end of
solidification. The signature curve for cooling stress distribution in injection moulded
.samples, as described in the introduction would not be achieved, because there is no
increase in pressure immediately after filling, as with injection moulding in practice.
The first layer of the analysis is positive since the model is proposed in that way, that
is, the behavior of the first layer is not governed by any previous layers. Subsequent
layers, however, gradually increase from compressive to tensile, as observed from
Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Graph illustrnting cooling stress velSUS thickness distance.

Figure 5.14 illustrates the final shrinkage versus the different numbers of layers
chosen. When more layers are analysed, these layers become thinner and a more
accurate result for shrinkage is obtained. This is simply because the stress that is set
up and the resulting shrinkage can be traced more closely. For this reason the
shrinkage curve in Figure 5.14 is converging.

Shrinkage Convergence Curve
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Figure 5.14 Shrinkage convergence curve.
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The final shrinkage result obtained for the model (half cavity divided into 80 layers) is
0.376% (Appendix E), and the C-MOLD result is 0.63% (Appendix F). If the half
cavity were divided into more layers than 80, we would expect the shrinkage results
for the numerical model to approach the result for C-MOLD.

. From figure 5.15 we notice that the curve for the final cooling stress per number of
layers is converged.

Cooling Stress Curve
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Figure 5.15 Cooling stress curve.

The proposed model compares fairly well in terms of shrinkage and stress predictions
with the commercial software. Inclusion of the effect of a thermal pulse in the
ABAQUS analysis to account for the mould wall temperature increase would be
required for more accurate computational results. Practical experiments regarding
material and process parameters would however allow for better testing of the model,
especially the determination of the pressure field. C-MOLD also simulates residual
stress induced by both polymer flow and mould cooling. The proposed model only
considers stress due to mould cooling.

An agreement between the numerical model and the commercial software could not
be found due to both the lack of information regarding parameters and the
approximations of the model.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Concluding this work

The objectives of this study as presented in Chapter 1 have been achieved. In Chapter
2 the relevant modes of heat transfer, that are applicable to injection moulding
cooling, were identified. The objective of understanding the mathematical model
describing the heat transfer process during the cooling stage has also been attained.

The sensitivity analysis that was conducted in Chapter 3 proved sufficient for an
academic investigation. The variation of the shrinkage for a chosen range is greater
when varying polymers (especially between amorphous and crystalline) and wall
thickness, than for varying fill time and melt temperatures. We can conclude that
changing the process parameters cannot solve excessive shrinkage. Plastic
components and moulds need to be designed correctly.

The cooling channel layout for the case study conducted in Chapter 4 could have been
optimised further but time constraints prevented this. Additional simulations would
not have justified more improvements. Compromises are expected with the process of
injection moulding and most of the time it is not possible to have the optimum
position for everything. The values for shrinkage were already within satisfactory
boundaries.

Since the component behaved under moulding and loading as predicted by the
simulation analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn

-The elimination ofthe trial and error process reduced the turnaround time of
producing the injection mould.

-Even with the large amount ofparameters available, computer simulation
improves the engineer's ability to accurately predict the optimum process
conditions.

-The extent of shrinkage and warpage was determined.
-Achieving balanced cooling is not difficult when using the appropriate
injection moulding simulation software.

The solution procedure for the alternative cooling stress model that was proposed in
Chapter 5 was solved. Some of the trends between the model and the commercial
software was reproduced, but an agreement could not be found, due to both a lack of
information regarding parameters, and the approximations ofthe model.

The effect of a thermal pulse in the ABAQUS analysis to account for the mould wall
temperature increase, should be included for future analysis. This would make for
more accurate computational testing. Practical experiments regarding material and
process parameters would also allow for better testing of the model, especially the
determination of the pressure field.
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6.2 Future Work

Although future projects and improvements have already been mentioned in the
above, further investigations into this study will be discussed in this section.

. The goveming equations that were used in Chapter 5.3 to develop the alternative
cooling stress model, are based on the hookean model. More accurate results might
be achieved ifother constitutive relationships can be used for the governing equations.

Also in Chapter 5.2.3 under The General Model certain assumptions were made. The
first assumption was that directions normal to the thickness are all considered
equivalent. Secondly, we assumed convection at the edges is negligible so that at
each instant, temperature changes only along the thickness direction. These
assumptions meant we had to consider normal stress along width and length directions
to be equal, and also that both directions are equal to the thickness direction. This
means that shrinkage was only considered in one dimension. Future studies should be
aimed at considering shrinkage in the other dimensions.

The proposed numerical model of Chapter 5 only considers stress due to mould
cooling. However, flow induced stress could also be considered. This could take the
form of a coupled analysis that integrates stress build-up due to fluid flow and heat
transfer for the entire injection moulding process.

Lastly, the aforementioned proposed model is designed to determine shrinkage due to
induced stress, and since uniform shrinkage is assumed the ABAQUS model is only
analysed from mould wall to midplane.

A situation with uneven cooling can be simulated, whereby a higher temperature can
be assigned to one side of the sample. This should induce component warpage. The
full sample will have to be modelled in ABAQUS, with heat flow on both sides. Due
to the cooling rate being higher on one side, the last layer that solidifies should not be
on the midplane. The full specimen will thus be split into two dimensionally unequal
halves. Each halve can be analysed using the cooling stress model, to determine the
stress across the thickness. The component region can then be discretised into
elements, and the displacement solved. The resulting warpage can be compared with
simulation software.

These future studies will hopefully result in more accurate comparisons between the
proposed model and experiments.

S9
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Appendix A

C-MOLD Report Files

-This Appendix shows the C-MOLD results that were used to compile Chapter 3. The
input data can generally be found in the log file. The log file also illustrates the filling
and post-filling (packing-cooling) analysis. The output data is found in the reports.
Only one run with its unique parameters will be shown and discussed. In this case it
is the reports of the lmm thickness analysis that was run using the estimates of the
process estimator (Chapter 3.1). The rest of the runs with its own parameters can be
found on the accompanying compact disk.

A.1 Log File

The log file contains all the input data as well as the recorded data of the analysis.
The component thickness can be calculated from the Total volume and Total
projected area (highlighted) information.

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post~filling 99.7
C-MOLD Fiber Orientation 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
(c) 1987-1999 by Advanced CAE Technology, Inc.

Date MAY02-01
Time 10:24:55

End of memory allocation for analysis.

Beginning of reading the input data .••.

File name : sample_l

Reading parameters ....

Performing fiber orientation simulation ••••

Reading material data ••••

** WARNING ** Fiber properties is not specified and fiber orientation
simulation is turned off.

Reading process conditions ••..

Reading finite-element mesh .•••

** WA-~~ING ** Cooling channel is not specified. C-MOLD Cooling Simulation
will not execute without cooling channel information.

** W~~~ING ** No coolant temperature is specified in coolant ro~nifold

control I ambient temperatur~ will be used as cavity wall
temperature.

** WAfL~ING ** Parting plane is not specifiedi the default parting plane
normal along the z-axis of the global coordinates will be
used.

Reading C-MOLD Cooling data
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** Wa~ING ** Analysis is continuing without .c2p file ....

Reading re-start data ....

** WARNING ** Analysis is continuing without .RSP file ....

End of reading the input data.

BegiD~ing of re-numbering elements and nodes

End of re-numbering elements and nodes.

BegiaQing of checking input data ..••

End of checking input data.

Beginning of optimizing memory usage

End of optirnizing memory usage.

Beginning of initializing variables

&~d of initializing variables.

The analysis will be based on :

(1) Parameters :

A2

* of layers across full-gap
# design outputs in filling* detail outputs in filling* design outputs in post-filling* detail outputs in post-filling
Melt-temp convergence criterion
Mold-melt heat transfer coefficient
Max # of melt-temp iterations

Pressure trace sample frequency
Total n~rnber of pressure trace nodes

Pressure trace nodal number 1
Residual stress analysis (W)
Option for structural package (W)
Isolate mechanism for warpage? (w)
# of modes for stress analysis (W)

C-MOLD fern format

(2) Material

polyme,r.1 ;-BASF/PP NOVOLEN2500 PCX

2-domain mod Tait polymer density
1

~ijO = -----------------------
Vo*{I-C*ln(l+p!B») + Vt

(12) 12
(12) 12

(0) 0
(12) 12

(0) 0
(0.21 2.0000E-001 K(d)

(2.5E+04) 2.5000E+004 W/m"2-K
(100) 100

(101 10 Hz
1

13
(11 1
(01 0
(11 1
(31 3

where C
Tt
Vo
B
Vt
Tbar
bS
b6

0.0894
bS + b6*p
bl + b2*Tbar
b3 * EXP(-b4*Tbar)
0.0 or b7*EXP(b8*Tbar-b9*p)
T - b5

4.22?5E+002 K
I.laOOS-OO? K!Pa
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Liquid phase Solid phase

A3

b1
b2
b3
b4

1.2023E-003
9.1300E-007
8.7925E+007
4.8174E-003

b1
b2
b3
b4
b7
ba
b9

1_1068E~003 m~3/kg

5.1100E-007 m~3Ikg-K

1.6293E+008 Pa
4.7452E-003 IlK
9.5900E-005 m~3/kg

1.5000E-001 IlK
2.0600E-008 1/Pa

Constant polymer specific heat
Cp 2.9300E+003 J/kg-K

Constant polymer thermal conductivity
K 1.1800E-00l W/m-K

Cross-wLF polymer viscosity
ETAo

ETA = ---------------------------
1 + (ETAO*Gk~/TAUS)~(l-n)

A1*(T-TS)
where ETAo D1 *EXP ( - ---------

A2+(T~TS)

TS D2 + D3*p
A2 A2T + D3*p
n 3.0110E-001
TAUS 3.3830E+004 Pa
D1 2.0000E+015 Pa-s
D2 2.6315E+002 K
D3 O.OOOOE+OOO K/Pa
A1 3.4607E+001
A2T 5.1600E+001 K

Transition temperature
Ttrans 4.0815E+002 K

Transversely-isotropic elastic tensor
El 1.0000E+009 Pa
E2 1.0000E+009 Pa
v12 3.8000E~001

v23 3.8000E-001
G 3.6200E+008 Pa

Transversely-iso thermal expansion coef.
al 9.4400E-005 IlK
a2 1.0400E-004 IlK

(3) Process conditions: Description of TCODE .•••

Machine par~~eters :

Max machine clamp force (4.905E.+07J ~ 1.6211E+006 N

Max machine injection volume (0.02) 3.3993£-004 m'3
Max machine injection pressure (1. 800£+08) 1.3303E+008 Pa
Max machine injection rate (6.667£-03) 2.8981E-004 m~3/s

Machine hydraulic response time (0.2) 2.0000E-001 s

Process parameters

Fill time
Post-fill tLme
F/P switch over by % volume
Timer for hold pressure

R~rrL speed profile (reIl:
% stroke

O.OOOOE+OOO
2.0000E+00l
4.0000E+001
6.0000£+001
8.0000£+001
1.0000E+002

% speed

5.0000E+001
5.0000£+001
5.0000£+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000£+001

8.9722E-001 5

2.9913£+000 5

9.9000£+001 %
2.9913E+000 s
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Pack/hold pressure profile (reI):
% time % fill pres

A4

O.OOOOE+OOO
1.0000E+002

Alnbient

Average coolant temperature

1.0000E+002
O.OOOOE+OOO

2.9800E+002 K

.9800E+002 K

C-MOLD Cooling maId wall temp data was not used.

(4) Finite-element mesh: .FEM file for model: sample~2

Total number of nodes
Total number of polymer entrance nodes

596
1

i'olyrller: ..el1t:ranCeli6daLnumhers .ai~.~··
Total number of elements
Total number of part elements
Total number of sprue/runner/gate elements
Total number of channel elements
Total number of connector elements

Parting plane normal

Average aspect ratio of 2D elements
Maximum aspect ratio of 20 elements
20 element number w/ rnax. aspect ratio
Minimum aspect ratio of 20 element
20 element number w/ min. aspect ratio
Total volume
Total volume filled initially
Total volume to be filled
Part volume to be filled
Sprue/runner/gate volQ~e to be filled
T()tai;jlroj ect:ed area

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
analysis is beginning ...•

:13

(dx)
(dy)
(dz)

1100
1100

o
o
o

O.OOOOE+OOO
O.OOOOE+OOO
1.0000£+000
1.0226E+000
1.60J3E+000

69
1.0000E+000

811
2.8800E-005 m"3
O.OOOOE+OOO m"J
2.8800E-005 m"J
2.8800E-005 m"J
O.OOOOE+OOO m"3
2.8800E-002 m"2

At time 8.2702E~002 s, 8.8842E+000 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 8.8587E+006 Pa,
total clalllp force = 6.0926E+003 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 1.6243£-001 s, 1.7210£+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 1.2689E+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 1.7872E+004 N,
filling u!1der ram speed control.

At time 2.3067E-001 s, 2.4378E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 1. 5300E+007 Pa,
total cla.rnp force = 3.0662E+004 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 3.0137E-001 s, 3.1786E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 1.7820E+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 4.7565E+004 N,
filling tL'1der ram speed control.

At time 3.7550E-001 s, 3.9506E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 2.0300E+007 Pa,
total clarnp force = 6.9077E+004 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At ti!lle 4.5038£-001 s, 4. 713 9E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 2. 3728E+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 1.0901E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.
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At time 5.2523£-001 s, 5.4672E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 2.7196E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 1.5701E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 5.9942£-001 s, 6.2075E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 3.0716E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.1210E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 6.7341E-001 s, 6.9430E+001 % of volu..Tlle filled,
entrance pressure ~ 3.4545E+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 2.7976E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 7.4888E-001 s, 7.6881E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 3.8388E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 3.5469E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 8.2678E-001 s, 8.4541E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 4.2482E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 4.4205E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 8.9941£-001 s, 9.1632E+OO1 % of vollLTlle filled,
entrance pressure ~ 4.6645£+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 5.4079E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 9.7282E-001 s, 9.8671£+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure = 5.1661£+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 6.7244E+005 N,
filling under ram speed control.

At time 9.7745£-001 s, 9.9063£+001 % of volume filled,
FIP switch over by volume.

At time 9.7948£-001 s, 9.9235E+001 % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 5.2288E+007 Pa,
total cla...Tllp force ~ 7.0501E+005 N,
filling under pack/hold pressure control.

At time 9.8648E-001 s, cavity is completely filled.
entrance pressure 5.2288E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 7.1844E+005 N,

At time 9.8658E-001 s, 3.3436E-003 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 7.2044E+005 N,

At time 9.9918E-001 s, 4.2457E-001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 9.1565£+005 N,

At time 1.3960£+000 s, 1. 3690E+OOl % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288E+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 1.0637£+006 N,

At time 1. 6460£+000 s, 2.2047£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 9.7736E+005 N,

}\.~t time 1. 8960E+000 s, 3.0405E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 8.2836E+005 N,

At time 2.1460E+000 s, 3.8763£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288E+OO7 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 6.2032E+OO5 N,

,_t time 2.3960E+OOO s, 4.7120£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 4.1962E+005 N,

At time 2.646GS+OOO s, 5.5478E+001 % of post-filling time,

AS
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entrance pressure
total clamp force

5.2288£+007 Pa,
3.2894E+005 tI,

A6

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

2.8960E+OOO 5, 6.3836£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 2.4146E+005 N,

3.1460E+OOO 5, 7.2193E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 1.4019£+005 N,

3.3960£+000 s, 8.0551E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 7. 5562E+004 N,

3.6460E+OOO s, 8.8909£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 3.8555£+004 N,

3.8960£+000 s, 9.7266£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.2288£+007 Pa,
total clamp force = 1.8608£+004 N,

3.9687E+OOO s, holding pressure is released.

3.9813E+000 5, 1.0000E+002 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 4.8994E+007 Pal
total clamp force = 1.4417E+004 N,

Beginning of preparing the interface data ..•.

Preparing PPC file for C-MOLD Cooling ....

Preparing LSP file for C-MOLD Residual Stress/Shrinkage & Warpage .•••

~~d of preparing the interface data.

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
is successfully completed.

ENDF

A.2 Filling Report

C-MOLD Filling 99.7 summary report of filling analysis.

Date
Time
Name

~.AY02-01

10:24:55
sample_1

C-MOLD Cooling maId wall temp data was not used.

summary during filling stage

Max entrance pressure (at 9.7847E-001 s) 5.2288E+001 MPa

Summary at the end of filling stage

Time at the end of filling
Total weight
Required cl~p force

Recommended ram speed profile (reI):
% stroke % speed

9.86~8E-001 s
2.4375£+001 9
7.3238E+001 ton (m)
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O.OOOOE+OOO
2.0000E+001
4.0000E+001
6.0000E+001
8.0000E+001
1.0000£+002

Melt front is entirely

4.3683£+001
9.1267E+001
1.0000£+002
8.1604E+001
7.9473E+001
6.3329E+001

in the cavity at % fill O.OOOOE+OOO %

Part summary during filling stage

Max bulk temp
Min bulk temp
Max wall shear stress
Max shear rate

(at 8.2702E-002 s)
(at 9.7948E-001 5)
(at 8.9941E-001 5)
(at 8.9941E-001 5)

2.5028E+002 C
2.0870£+002 C
2.1853E-001 MPa
9.2786E+003 lIs

Part summary at the end of filling stage

Total part weight
Max bulk temp
Min bulk temp
Avg bulk temp
Max wall shear stress
Avg wall shear stress
Max frozen layer fraction
Min frozen layer fraction
Avg frozen layer fraction
Max shear rate
Avg shear rate

A.3 Post-Filling Report

2.4375E+001 9
2.5021£+002 C
2.0876£+002 C
2.3103E+002 C
2.0997E-001 MPa
1.3984E-001 MPa
3.4964E-001
6.7589E-002

"" 2.4127E-001
8.1817£+003 l/s
7.5251E+002 l/s

C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7 summary report of post-filling analysis.

Date MAY02-01
Time 10:24:55
Name sample_1

C-MOLD Cooling maId wall temp data was not used.

summary during post-filling stage

Min peak pressure
Max clamp force
Max total weight

(at 1.3960£+000 s)
(at 1.3960£+000 s)=
(at 3.9813£+000 s)

= 2.8528£+001 MPa
1.0844£+002 ton(rn)

= 2.6405E+001 9

summary at the end of post-filling stage

Time at the end of post~filling

Total weight

Part sQ~ary during post-filling stage

3.9813E+OOO s
2.6405E+00l 9

Max bulk temp (at 9.8658£-001 si 2.5021£+002 C
Min bulk temp (at 3.9813£+000 si 6.3639£+001 C
Max wall shear stress {at 2.3960£+000 si 2.3674£-001 HPa
Max volumetric shrinkage {at 9.8658E-001 si 1.6919£+001 %
!-',in volumetric shrinkage {at 3.8960£+000 si 1.5435£+000 %
Ma-x total part weight (at 3.9813:::+000 s) 2.6405E+001 g

Part summary at the end of post-filling stage

Total part weight
p.,axbulk temp
Min bulk temp
Avg bulk te!l'".p
Max frozen layer frac~ion

Min frozen layer fraction
Avg frozen layer fraction
M~x volume~ric shrinkage
Min vol~~etric shrinkage
Avg volumetric shrinkage

2.6405£+001 g
7.8511E+ODl C
6.3839E+OOl C
7.1003:::+001 C
1.0000E+OOO
1.0000E+OOO
1.0000:::+000
8.3499E+OOO %
1.5566:::+000 %
4.3696:::+000 %
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Max sink index
Avg sink index

A.4 Shrinkage and Warpage Report

C-MO D Shrinkage and Warpage 99.7 sUIll!llary repor1:.
Name sample_l

a"te MAY02-0_
Ti..rne : 10:27:18

Maximum process-induced shrinkage

3.4989£-001 %
1.4112E-002 %

AB

laX a e is be 1o"Eell noce 327

lni1:" a

Displaced

dis<:ance

s<:ance

2.6833£ 002 mm

2.6420£+002 mm

Change of distance = -4.1293E+000 mm

- .5

A.5 Finite Element odel

~

-~II
~

~ ~
~ ilt"K.

~ I.iI

e:oljo r l:.: r C~.l ....

. ~ :J

Figure Al Fmite elemenr model showing elemenrs and nodes.

odes 1 and 327 are the points between which maximum shrinkage occurs and node
13 is the polymer entrance node. See the log file and shrinkage and warpage report.
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ABAQUS Report

. The solution procedure that is discussed in Chapter 4, will be used to solve the
shrinkage of a given sample, and also the cooling stress through the cavity thickness.
This Appendix will discuss the input data of the ABAQUS analysis that were
completed.

B.1 The Problem Description

An injection mould consists of two pieces of tool steel pressed together with a cavity
inside. This cavity is filled with molten polymer, such as polypropylene under
pressure. The air that originally filled the cavity are vented through specially
designed gaps that only allow the air to escape, leaving the cavity volume filled with
polymer (Figure RI). Once filled, the injection pressure are increased and held. The
tool steel is not represented in the finite element model.

Figure B.t Injection mould schematic with cavity and midplane.

The mould wall refers to the part of the tool steel that is in contact with the polymer.
This mould wall is in a state of preheating, (generally ± 40Q

C) due to the injection
cycle. Since the polymer is at a higher temperature (230Q

C) than the mould wall, heat
is lost to the surrounding tool steel. The mould surface refers to that part of polymer
that is in contact with the tool steel. When the molten polymer is cooled, the cooling
starts from the mould surface and penetrate inwards towards the midplane.

The analysis is done in two steps. In the initial step a condition of constant
temperature (230

Q
C) through the volume of the polymer is set. Step I is the second

step and it deals with the cooling of the polymer to its solidification temperature of
93QC, through heat loss at the mould wall.

The following assumptions are made:
-the air that originally filled the cavity is vented, and the entire cavity is filled
with polymer.

-the cooling stage starts once the cavity is filled.
-the mould wall is preheated due to the injection cycle.
-any mould wall temperature changes will be neglected.
-an initial condition ofconstant temperature through the polymer exists.
-there is no heat source in the polymer.
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8.2 Part Geometry

B2

Consider a rectangular mould having a thickness so much smaller than both its width
and length, that width and length can be considered infinite. To determine the heat
transfer through a 4mm cavity thickness, consider a 3-Dimensional section (2000J1.lll x
SOfllIl x 50J1.lll) from the midplane to the mould wall.

Mouldwall
..J.-+i1-+-7'I

.-1----+---l~--Mi~dplane

Figure B.2 3-Dimensional polymer section.

8.3 Material Property

All the material properties are sourced from the database of the injection moulding
simulation software C-MOLD. The commercial name of the polymer that was used in
the analysis is Borealis. Density, which can be classified as a general property, was
entered as temperature dependent data. This density values were derived from the
specific volume versus temperature graph in Figure B.3.

""r...t:r.Iil:rIIIbf"!J~U
t6,,"'D._t:al.~=-)(Ci!!..J5.a..&-ClIJl.GJJ11D'1.7~.t.CrNXI:1.QJ'IIO!52II:3I}................."'...-----.._"""""'..-

C

_(Cl

Figure B.3 Bo.realis specific volume versus temperature.
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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The mechanical properties for this specimen are Young's modulus of 1700 MPa, and
Poisson's ratio of 0.38. Since the main aim of this analysis was the determination of
the temperature field, extra care had to be taken with the thermal properties.
Temperature dependent data for specific heat and conductivity were used. These data
can be seen in tables RI and R2, and is within the injection moulding processing

. range.

Table RI Borealis specific heat versus temperature
(Table obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)

Table R2 Borealis thermal conductivity versus temperature
(Table obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)
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The last thermal property that was considered is that of latent heat. Latent heat is the
heat absorbed as a substance changes phase from liquid to solid [18,23], and in the
case of the injection moulding process this is called solidification. When we view the
specific heat versus temperature graph (Figure BA) of Borealis, a definite spike in the

. specific heat can be seen at the transition temperature. The spike starts at a liquid
state of 130°C and ends at a solid state of 100"C. This sudden increase can also be
seen for Table RI where the spike is at its maximum at 11TC. Latent heat are
defined as the area under the spike [18,19] and were calculated to be 92 549.5 Jlkg.

T_ 'l)Otilic__f",,:

EIo<_p MDZ31 U

oo~~~.................,............,."1:'::';:'...-...L:~~:":"-~:":""""'~~.
SOD :'So 100.0 125.0 tso.o 175.0 2000 22S.o 250.0

~.(C)

Figure BA Borealis specific heat versus temperature
(Diagram obtained from C-MOLD polymer properties database)

8.4 Analysis Step

During the cooldown period, (step 1) and since there is no heat source in the polymer,
an uncoupled heat transfer analysis is performed. In this analysis the parameters was
set so that automatic time incrementation is used. The increments was an initial size
of 0.0005 with the allowed minimum Ie-6 and the maximum 0.05. The end step
parameter is set so that the analysis terminates when steady-state conditions are
reached. Steady state is defined as the point at which the temperature rate change is
less than 0.1 QC/s. A total analysis time of40 seconds was also specified.

8.5 Interaction

A boundary condition is set for the surface at the midplane and along the four surfaces
for the length of the section. As mentioned in the problem description, the tool steel
is not represented in the finite element model. However, the polymer loose heat at the
mould waIlfsurface to the surrounding tool steel and the thermal conductivity of the
tool steel and the heat transfer across the joint need to be considered. A film
condition type boundary is set for the polymer surface in contact \vith the tool steel.
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It is assumed that the polymer loose heat through contact-conductance with the mould
wall surface. The physical mechanism of contact conductance may be better
understood by examining a joint in more detail.

Figure B.S Roughness model for a joint.

No surface is perfectly smooth, and the surface roughness plays a central role in the
transfer of heat. There are two principal contributions to the heat transfer at a joint
[22].

-solid to solid conduction at the spots of contact.
-conduction through gases in the voids.

The contact coefficient for heat flow across the joint can be written as

(8.1)

where Lg = thickness of the void space
A;; = contact area
A = total cross-sectional area
Ay = void area
k = thermal conductivity
kf = thermal conductivity of void fluid

The surface of an injection mould cavity is polished to a very high degree; from 10
ftIIl to as low as 1 J.l1ll [26]. Lg were therefore assumed to be 5 f!m. Since the
assumption is that the air that originally filled the cavity is vented, and the entire
cavity is filled with polymer, the void area and thermal conductivity of the void fluid
falls away_ This results in contact area and total area being equal.

The results obtained for the contact coefficient is entered as the film coefficient in
ABAQUS. Since mould wall temperature changes were assumed to be negligible, the
mould wall for the tool steel is set at a constant temperature of40Q C.

B.6 Load

The entire volume of the polymer section is firstly defined as a field, and a condition
ofconstant temperature (230 QC) is then set for this field in the initial step.
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B.7 Meshing

B6

The model is discretized with 20-node quadratic heat transfer brick elements (element
type DCC3D8). Amount ofelements over 2000lilll is 200 elements.
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ABAQUS Output Data

. The ABAQUS analysis for a sample of 4mm thickness, show the total time to
solidification to be 34.36 sec. This time is divided into equal time intervals and the
closest ABAQUS time interval is selected. The distance from the midplane is also
identified.

Although any arbitrary number of layers can be considered and analysed for a
particular sample, only 60 and 80 layers were chosen. From these 40, 30, 20, 15, 10,
and 5 layers were generated. For this Appendix only the results for 60 and 80 layers
will be illustrated.

Table C.l ABAQUS results for 80 layers

Layer Equal ABAQUS Wall Layer Distance
# Time Time 1nl. Temp. Temp from

Intervals (seconds) (CO) (CO) Midplane
(seconds) (um)

0 0 0 2000
1 0.4295 4.05E-Q1 41.381 92.432 1905
2 0.8590 8.55E-Q1 40.934 91.855 1860
3 1.2885 1.3052 40.751 93.347 1820
4 1.7180 1.7052 40.655 92.915 1795
5 2.1475 2.1552 40.581 92.626 1770
6 2.5770 2.6052 40.528 92.92 1745
7 3.0065 3.0052 40.491 93.04 1725
8 3.4360 3.4552 40.457 92.987 1705
9 3.8655 3.8552 40.433 92.672 1690

10 4.2950 4.3052 40.409 92.99 1670
11 4.7245 4.7052 40.391 92.951 1655
12 5.1540 5.1552 40.373 92.751 1640
13 5.5835 5.5552 40.36 92.887 1625
14 6.0130 6.0052 40.346 92.855 1610
15 6.4425 6.4552 40.333 92.884 1595
16 6.8720 6.8552 40.323 93.149 1580
17 7.3015 7.3052 40.313 93.246 1565
18 7.7310 7.7052 40.304 92.971 1555
19 8.1605 8.1552 40.295 93.114 1540
20 8.5900 8.6052 40.287 93.263 1525
21 9.0195 9.0052 40.28 93.049 1515
22 9.4490 9.4552 40.272 93.205 1500
23 9.8785 9.8552 40.266 93.007 1490
24 10.3080 10.305 40.259 93.154 1475
25 I 10.7375 10.755 40.253 92.817 1465
26 11.1670 11.155 40.248 93.087 1450
27 11.5965 11.605 40.242 93.197 1435
28 12.0260 12.005 40.237 92.989 1425
29 12.4555 12.455 40.231 93.072 1410
30 12.8850 12.855 40.227 92.852 1400
31 13.3145 13.305 40.221 92.905 1385
32 I 13.7440 13.755 40.216 92.938 1370
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33 14.1735 14.155 40.212 93.08 1355
34 14.6030 14.605 40.208 93.073 1340
35 15.0325 15.055 40.203 93.05 1325
36 15.4620 15.455 40.199 93.138 1310
37 15.8915 15.905 40.195 93.087 1295
38 16.3210 16.355 40.191 93.026 1280
39 16.7505 16.755 40.187 93.079 1265
40 17.1800 17.155 40.184 93.125 1250
41 17.6095 17.605 40.18 93.05 1235
42 18.0390 18.055 40.176 92.977 1220
43 18.4685 18.455 40.173 93.018 1205
44 18.8980 18.905 40.17 92.951 1190
45 19.3275 19.305 40.167 92.996 1175
46 19.7570 19.755 40.164 92.938 1160
47 20.1865 20.155 40.161 92.986 1145
48 20.6160 20.605 40.159 92.936 1130
49 21.0455 21.055 40.156 92.89 1115
50 21.4750 21.455 40.153 92.942 1100
51 21.9045 21.905 40.151 92.9 1085
52 22.3340 22.305 40.149 92.951 1070
53 22.7635 22.755 40.146 92.909 1055
54 23.1930 23.205 40.144 92.866 1040
55 23.6225 23.605 40.142 92.91 1025
56 24.0520 24.055 40.14 93.106 1005
57 24.4815 24.455 40.138 93.138 990
58 24.9110 24.905 40.136 93.078 975
59 25.3405 25.355 40.134 93.013 960
60 25.7700 25.755 40.132 93.028 945
61 26.1995 26.205 40.13 92.951 930
62 26.6290 26.605 40.128 92.95 915
63 27.0585 27.055 40.127 93.075 895
64 27.4880 27.505 40.125 92.971 880
65 27.9175 27.905 40.123 92.94 865
66 28.3470 28.355 40.121 93.018 845
67 28.7765 28.755 40.12 92.955 830
68 29.2060 29.205 40.118 92.982 810
69 29.6355 29.655 40.117 92.968 790
70 30.0650 30.055 40.115 92.994 770
71 30.4945 30.505 40.113 93.041 745
72 30.9240 30.905 40.112 93.094 720
73 31.3535 31.355 40.11 93.091 690
74 31.7830 31.755 40.108 93.074 660
75 32.2125 32.205 40.107 93.092 620
76 32.6420 32.655 40.105 92.918 580
77 33.0715 33.055 40.103 92.951 530
78 33.5010 33.505 40.101 93 455
79 33.9305 33.905 40.099 92.988 345
80 34.3600 34.355 40.096 92.989 0

Cl
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Table C.2 ABAQUS results for 60 layers

C3

Layer Equal ABAQUS Wall Layer Distance
# Time Time 1nl. Temp. Temp from

Inlervals (seconds) (CO) (CO) Midplane
(seconds) (IJm)

0 0 0 2000
1 0.5727 5.55E-{)1 41.1699 93.4992 1885
2 1.1453 1.1552 40.7993 93.6753 1830
3 1.7180 1.7052 40.6546 92.9148 1795
4 2.2907 2.3052 40.5614 93.0271 1760
5 2.8633 2.8552 40.5036 93.4404 1730
6 3.4360 3.4552 40.4572 92.9872 1705
7 4.0087 4.0052 40.4243 93.2945 1680
8 4.5813 4.6052 40.3954 92.766 1660
9 5.1540 5.1552 40.3735 92.7505 1640
10 5.7267 5.7052 40.3548 92.8684 1620
11 6.2993 6.3052 40.3372 92.8681 1600
12 6.8720 6.8552 40.3231 93.1493 1580
13 7.4447 7.4552 40.3093 93.2834 1560
14 8.0173 8.0052 40.298 93.0652 1545
15 8.5900 8.6052 40.2867 93.2635 1525
16 9.1627 9.1552 40.2772 93.1012 1510
17 9.7353 9.7552 40.2676 92.8057 1495
18 10.3080 10.3052 40.2594 93.1535 1475
19 10.8807 10.8552 40.2516 93.0035 1460
20 11.4533 11.4552 40.2436 93.1624 1440
21 12.0260 12.0052 40.2367 92.9892 1425
22 12.5987 12.6052 40.2294 93.0957 1405
23 13.1713 13.1552 40.2231 92.8895 1390
24 13.7440 13.7552 40.2165 92.9379 1370
25 14.3167 14.3052 40.2106 93.0799 1350
26 14.8893 14.9052 40.2045 93.0599 1330
27 15.4620 15.4552 40.1992 93.1376 1310
28 16.0347 16.0552 40.1935 93.0672 1290
29 16.6073 16.6052 40.1886 93.1027 1270
30 17.1800 17.1552 40.1838 93.1253 1250
31 17.7527 17.7552 40.1788 93.0255 1230
32 18.3253 18.3052 40.1745 93.0416 1210
33 18.8980 18.9052 40.17 92.9512 1190
34 19.4707 19.4552 40.1661 92.9757 1170
35 20.0433 20.0552 40.1621 92.902 1150
36 20.6160 20.6052 40.1586 92.936 1130
37 21.1887 21.2052 40.1549 92.8755 1110
38 21.7613 21.7552 40.1518 92.914 1090
39 22.3340 22.3052 40.1487 92.9507 1070
40 22.9067 22.9052 40.1455 92.8944 1050
41 23.4793 23.4552 40.1427 92.9251 1030
42 24.0520 24.0552 40.1398 93.1063 1005
43 24.6247 24.6052 40.1372 93.1182 985
44 25.1973 25.2052 40.1345 93.0355 965
45 25.7700 25.7552 40.1321 93.0276 945
46 26.3427 26.3552 40.1295 92.9237 925
47 26.9153 I 26.9052 40.1272 93.108 900
48 27.4880 I 27.5052 40.1248 92.9713 880
49 28.0607 28.0552 40.1226 92.8991 860
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50 28.6333 28.6052 40.1205 93.0058 835
51 29.2060 29.2052 40.1182 92.9816 810
52 29.7787 29.7552 40.1161 92.979 785
53 30.3513 30.3552 40.1139 92.9745 755
54 30.9240 30.9052 40.1118 93.0937 720
55 31.4967 31.5052 40.1095 93.0578 680
56 32.0693 32.0552 40.1072 93.0553 635
57 32.6420 32.6552 40.1046 92.918 580
58 33.2147 33.2052 40.1021 93.0439 505
59 33.7873 33.8052 40.0991 92.9607 380
60 34.3600 34.3552 40.0962 92.9892 0

The graph in Figure C.l below was generated from the Tables above.

Solidification Temperature Profile through Half Cavity

90807030 40 50 60

Equal Time Intervals
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;: 1000 +--------------"""""=,.---..::::.........::::-----------j
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- Solidification Temperature Profile 80 layers

- sorldification Temperature Profile 60 Layers

Figure C.l Solidification temperature profiles.
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FORTRAN Program

The solution procedure that was proposed in Chapter 4, will be used to solve the
shrinkage and the stress of a given sample. Fortran was identified as the tool to aid in
solving the algorithm. This Appendix will illustrate the Fortran program. Although a
different number of layers will be considered and analysed for a particular sample,
only the program for 10 layers will be illustrated. The rest of the Foltran programs for
the other layers can be found on the accompanying compact disk.

PROGRAM MORNAY

REAL ETAO,POI,PO,E,DELTAl,YO,Yl,Pl,DELTAO,ALPHA,TYOYlS,TYlS,SIGl
REAL ETAl,Y2,P2,DELTA2,TYIY2S,TY2S,SIG2

OPEN(UNIT~5,FILE~·MORN.txt·,STATUS~·ONKNO~~·)

1 FORlft.Jl.~T{2X,2PEI0.3,',',5X,OPEI0.3,',',5X,2PEIO.3)

DELTAO~O

POI~0.38

ALPHA=9.44E-S
E~I. 7E9
YO~1

Yl~O. 8525
Y2~0.79

Y3~0.7375

Y4~0.685

Y5~0.625

Y6~0.565

Y7~0. 5025
Y8~0.44

Y9~0.360

YlO~O.O

PO = 4.8£6
PI ~ 4.32E6

P2 = 3.84£6
P3 ~ 3.36S6
P4 ~ 2.88S6

PS = 2.4£6
P6 1.92E6
P7 1.44£6
pg 0.96E6
P9 0.48S6
PlO ~ 0.0

TYOYlS~40.4572
TYlS~92.9872

TYOY2S~40.3231

TY2S~93.1493

TYOY3S=40.2594
TY3S=93.1535

TYOY4S=40.2165
TY4S~92.9379

TYOY5S~40.1838

TY5S~93.1253

TYOYllS=40.17
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TYllS~92. 9512
TYOY6S~40.1586

TY6S~92.936

TYOY13S~40.1487
TY13S~92.9507
TY0Y7S~40.1398

TY7S~93.1063

TYOY1SS~40.1321
TYlSS~93.027 6
TYOY8S~40.1248

TY8S~92. 9713
TYOY17S~40.1182

TYl7S~92.9816
TYOY9S~40.1118

TY9S~93.0937
TYOYI9S~40.1046

TYl9S~92.918
TYOYlOS~40.0962
TYlOS~92.9892

ETAO ~ «2*POl - l)*PO) lE
DELTAl ~ « « (2*P01 - 1) *Pl) / E) - ETAO) * «YO-Yl) I 2) + « (Yl
(2*Yl*POl)+POl)*Pl) I E) + (ALPHA*(TYOYlS - TYlS)*(YO-Yl))) I «YO
Yl) + «YO-Yl) I 2))
ETAl ~ «2*POl - 1) *Pl) I E
SIGl ~ (ETAl - «POl*Pl) I E) - ALPK~*(TYOYlS - TYlS)) * (E I (1
POl) )

WRITE{5,1) DELTA1,Yl,SIGl
PRINT*, DELTAl,Yl,SIGl

D2

DELTA2 ~ « « (2*POl - 1) *P2) / E) - ETAl) * «Yl-Y2) I 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Yl)) + « (Y2-(2*Y2*POl)+POl)*P2) I E) + (ALPHA*(TYOY2S 
TY2S)*(YO-Y2)) / «YO-Y2) + «Yl-Y2) 12»
ETA2 ~ «2*POl - 1)*P2) lE
S1G2 ~ (-DELTAl + ETA2 - «POl*P2) I E) - ALPHA*(TYOY2S - TY2S)) * (E
I (l-POl))

WRITE(S,l) DELTA2,Y2,SIG2
PRINT*, DELTA2,Y2,SIG2

DELTA3 ~ « ( (12*pOr - 1) *P3) / E) - ETA2) * «Y2-Y3) / 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y2)) + «(Y3-(2'Y3*POl)+POl)*P3) I E) + (ALPH~*(TYOY3S 
TY3S) * (YO-Y3))) I «YO-Y3) + «Y2-Y3) I 2))
ETA3 ~ « (2*POl - 1) *P3) I E) + DELTA3
S1G3 ~ (-DELTA2 + ETA3 - «POr*P3) I E) - F~PK~*(TYOY3S - TY3S)) * (E
I (I-POI))

WRITE(S,I) DELTA3,Y3,SIG3
PRINT*, DELTA3,Y3,SIG3

DELTA4 = « « (2*P01 - 1)*P4) / E) - ET1'.3) * (Y3-Y4) I 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y3)) + «(Y4-(2*Y4'POl)+P01)*P4) I E) + (F~PHA*(TYOY4S 
TY4S) * (YO-Y4) )) I (YO-Y4) + «Y3-Y4) I 2))
ET_~4 = (( (2*POI - 1) *P4) I E) + DELTP-.4
SIG4 = (-DELTA3 + ETA4 - ((POI*P4) / E) - ~~P~~.*(TYOY4S - TY4S)) * (E
I (I-POl))

WRITE(S,l) DELTA4,Y4,SIG4
PRINT*, DELTA4,Y4,SIG4



Appendix D: Fortran Program D3

DELTA5 ~ ((((2*POI - 1)*P5) / E) - ETM) * ((Y4-Y5) / 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y4» + «((Y5-(2*Y5*POI)+POI)*P5) I El + (ALPHA*(TYOY5S 
TY5S)*(YO-Y5))) I ((YO-Y5) + ((Y4-Y5) I 2»
ETA5 ~ (((2*POI - 1)*P5I / E) + DELTA5
SIG5 ~ (-DELTA4 + ETA5 - ((POI*P5) / E) - ALPHA*(TYOY5S - TYSS») * (E
/ (l-POI»

WRITE(S,l) DELTA5,YS,SIG5
PRINT*, DELTAS,YS,SIG5

DELTA6 ~ «((((2*POI - 11*P6) / El - ETA5) * «Y5-Y6) I 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-YS)I + «((Y6-(2*Y6*POI)+POI)*P61 / El + (ALPHA*(TYOY6S 
TY6S1 * (YO-Y6» I / ((YO-Y6) + ((Y5-Y6) I 2»
ETA6 ~ (((2*POI - 11*P6) I E) + DELTA6
SIG6 ~ (-DELTAS + ETA6 - «POI*P6) I E) - ALPF~*(TYOY6S - TY6SI) * (E
/ (l-POI»

WRITE(S,l) DELTA6,Y6,SIG6
PRINT*, DELTA6,Y6,SIG6

DELTA7 ~ (((((2*POI - 1)*P7) / E) - ETA6) * (Y6-Y7) I 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y6) + (((Y7-(2*Y7*POI)+POI)*P7) I E) + (ALPHA*(TYOY7S 
TY7S)*(YO-Y7») I «(YO-Y71 + «(Y6-Y7) 12»
ETA7 ~ «((2*POI - 1)*P7) / E) + DELTA7
SIG7 ~ (-DELTA6 + ETA7 - «(POI*P7) I E) - ALPPA*(TYOY7S - TY7S» * (E
/ (l-POI»

WRITE(S,l) DELTA7,Y7,SIG7
PRINT*, DELTA7,Y7,SIG7

DELTA8 ~ «((((2*POI - 1)*P8) / E) - ETA7) * ((Y7-Y8) / 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y7» + «((Y8-(2*Y8*POI)+POI)*P8) I E) + (ALPHA*(TYOY8S 
TY8S)*(YO-Y8») I (YO-Y8) + «(Y7-Y8) 12»)
ETA8 ~ (((2*POI - 11*P8) I E) + DELTA8
SIG8 ~ (-DELTA7 + ETA8 - ((POI*P8) I E) - ALPHA*(TYOY8S - TY8S» * (E
/ (l-POI))

WRITE{5,1) DELTA8,Y8,SIG8
PRINT*, DELTA8,Y8,SIG8

DELTA9 ~ (((((2*POI - 1)*P9) / E) - ETA8) * ((Y8-Y9) / 21 
(ETAO*(YO-Y8» + ((Y9-(2*Y9*POI)+POI)*P9) I El + (F~PP~*(TYOY9S 
TY9S1 * (YO-Y9) I I / «(YO-Y91 + (Y8-Y9) I 2»
ETA9 ~ (((2*POI - 1)*P9) / E) + DELTA9
SIG9 ~ (-DELTA8 + ETA9 - «POI*P91 I E) - ~~P~~*(TYOY9S - TY9S» * (E
I (I-POI»

WRITE(S,l) DELTA9,Y9,SIG9
PRINT*, DELTA9,Y9,SIG9

DELTAI0 ~ ((((2*POI - 1)*PI0) / E) - ETA9) * «Y9-YI01 / 2) 
(ETAO*(YO-Y9») + (((YI0-(2*YI0*POI)+POI)*PI0) / E) + (ALPHA*(TYOYI0S
- TYIOS)*(YO-YIO))) / ((YO-YIO) + (Y9-YI0) 121)
ETAIO = (((2*POI - l)*PIO) I E) + DELTAIO
SIGI0 ~ (-DELTA9 + ETAIO - (POr*PIO) / El - ALP~~*(TYOYI0S - TYIOS»)
* (E I (l-POI) l

WRIT2(5,1) DELTAIO,YIO,SIGIO
PRINT*, DELTAIO,YIO,SIGIO

END PROG?P...:."1 r-::O?NAY



AppendixE

FORTRAN Results

The results for the shrinkage and cooling stress from the Fortran program for the
different layers are shown in this Appendix.

60 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 1.62E-02 8.82E+06

2 1.27E-02 -3.54E+07

3 1.03E-02 -2.58E+07

4 8.02E-03 -1.92E+07

5 6.51E-03 -1.27E+07

6 5.50E-03 -8.57E+06

7 4.52E-03 -5.64E+06

8 3.92E-03 -3.01E+06

9 3.30E-03 -1.26E+06

10 2.73E-03 5.58E+05

11 2.22E-03 2.20E+06

12 1.74E-03 3.73E+06

13 1.32E-03 5.17E+06

14 1.04E-03 6.36E+06

15 6.55E-04 7.27E+06

16 4.07E-04 8.36E+06

17 1.78E-04 9.04E+06

18 -1.45E-04 9.45E+06

19 -3.47E-04 9.82E+06

20 -6.09E-04 9.78E+06

21 -7.84E-04 1.01E+07

22 -1.01E-03 1.00E+07

23 -1.16E-03 1.02E+07

24 -1.35E-03 1.02E+07

25 -1.54E-03 1.04E+07

26 -1.71E-03 1.05E+07

27 -1.87E-03 1.06E+07

28 -2.01E-03 1.07E+07

29 -2.15E-03 1.08E+07
30 -2.28E-03 1.09E+07
31 -2.40E-03 1.10E+07
32 -2.52E-03 1.11E+07
33 -2.62E-03 1.12E+07

34 -2.73E-03 1.13E+07
35 -2.82E-03 1.14E+07
36 -2.92E-03 1.15E+07
37 -3.00E-03 1.16E+07
38 -3.09E-03 1.17E+07
39 -3.17E-03 1.18E+07
40 -3.25E-03 1.19E+07
41 -3.32E-03 1.19E+07
42 -3.40E-03 1.21E+07
43 -3.48E-03 1.21 E+07
44 -3.54E-03 1.23E+07
45 -3.60E-03 1.23E+07
46 -3.65E-03 1.24E+07
47 -3.71E-03 1.25E+07
48 -3.77E-03 1.26E+07
49 -3.81E-03 1.27E+07
50 -3.86E-03 1.28E+07
51 -3.91E-03 1.28E+07
52 -3.95E-03 1.29E+07
53 -3.98E-03 1.30E+07
54 -4.03E-03 1.31E+07
55 -4.05E-03 1.32E+07
56 -4.08E-03 1.33E+07
57 -4.09E-03 1.34E+07
58 -4.09E-03 1.35E+07
59 -4.03E-03 1.38E+07
60 -3.71E-03 1.46E+07



Appendix E: Fortran Results

80 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 2.06E-Q2 8.47E+06

2 1.67E-Q2 -4.80E+07

3 1.23E-Q2 -3.68E+07

4 1.06E-Q2 -2.47E+07

5 8.84E-Q3 -2.01E+07

6 7.38E-Q3 -1.51E+07

7 6.43E-Q3 -1.10E+07

8 5.56E-03 -8.36E+06
g 5.01E-Q3 -5.97E+06

10 4.24E-Q3 -4.34E+06

11 3.77E-Q3 -2.15E+06

12 3.33E-Q3 -8.69E+05

13 2.89E-Q3 4.55E+05

14 2.49E-Q3 1.72E+06

15 2.13E-Q3 2.86E+06

16 1.76E-Q3 4.00E+06

17 1.44E-Q3 5.09E+06

18 1.25E-Q3 5.97E+06

19 9.41E-Q4 6.59E+06

20 6.65E-Q4 7.53E+06

21 5.01E-Q4 8.30E+06

22 2.42E-Q4 8.85E+06

23 9.33E-Q5 9.57E+06

24 -1.39E-Q4 9.69E+06

25 -2.60E-Q4 9.97E+06

26 -4.79E-Q4 9.84E+06

27 -8.68E-Q4 1.00E+07

28 -7.84E-Q4 1.02E+07

29 -9.55E-Q4 1.01E+07

30 -1.06E-Q3 1.03E+07

31 -1.21E-Q3 1.03E+07

32 -1.36E-Q3 1.04E+07

33 -1.50E-Q3 1.05E+07

34 -1.63E-Q3 1.06E+07

35 -1.75E-Q3 1.06E+07

36 -1.88E-Q3 1.07E+07

37 -1.98E-Q3 1.08E+07

38 -2.08E-Q3 1.09E+07

39 -2.19E-Q3 1.09E+07

40 -2.29E-Q3 1.10E+07

41 -2.38E-Q3 1.11E+07

42 -2.47E-Q3 1.12E+07

43 -2.55E-Q3 1.12E+07

44 -2.63E-Q3 1.13E+07

45 -2.71E-Q3 1.13E+07

46 -2.78E-Q3 1.14E+07

47 -2.86E-Q3 1.15E+07

48 -2.93E-Q3 1.16E+07

49 -2.99E-Q3 1.16E+07

50 -3.06E-Q3 1.17E+07

51 -3. 12E-Q3 1.18E+07

52 -3. 19E-Q3 1.18E+07

53 -3.24E-Q3 1.19E+07
54 -3.29E-Q3 1.19E+07

55 -3.35E-Q3 1.20E+07

56 -3.42E-Q3 1.21E+07

57 -3.48E-Q3 1.22E+07

58 -3.53E-Q3 1.23E+07

59 -3.57E-Q3 1.23E+07

60 -3.61E-Q3 1.24E+07

61 -3.65E-Q3 1.24E+07

62 -3.69E-Q3 1.25E+07

63 -3.74E-Q3 1.26E+07

64 -3.78E-Q3 1.26E+07

65 -3.82E-Q3 1.27E+07

66 -3.85E-Q3 1.28E+07

67 -3.89E-Q3 1.28E+07

68 -3.92E-Q3 1.29E+07

69 -3.95E-Q3 1.29E+07

70 -3.99E-Q3 1.30E+07

71 -4.01E-Q3 1.31E+07

72 -4.05E-Q3 1.31E+07

73 -4.07E-Q3 1.32E+07

74 -4.10E-Q3 1.33E+07

75 -4.11E-Q3 1.34E+07

76 -4.12E-Q3 1.34E+07

77 -4.13E-Q3 1.35E+07
78 -4.11E-Q3 1.36E+07

79 -4.07E-Q3 1.37E+07
80 -3.76E-Q3 1.46E+07

El
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80 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 2.06E-Q2 8.47E+06

2 1.67E-Q2 -4.80E+07

3 1.23E-Q2 -3.68E+07

4 1.06E-Q2 -2.47E+07

5 8.84E-Q3 -2.01E+07

6 7.38E-Q3 -1.51 E+07

7 6.43E-Q3 -1.10E+07

8 5.56E-Q3 -8.36E+06

9 5.01E-Q3 -5.97E+06

10 4.24E-Q3 -4.34E+06

11 3.77E-Q3 -2.15E+06

12 3.33E-Q3 -8.69E+05

13 2.89E-Q3 4.55E+05

14 2.49E-Q3 1.72E+06

15 2.13E-Q3 2.86E+06

16 1.76E-Q3 4.00E+06

17 1.44E-Q3 5.09E+06

18 1.25E-Q3 5.97E+06

19 9.41E-Q4 6.59E+06

20 6.65E-Q4 7.53E+06

21 5.01E-Q4 8.30E+06

22 2.42E-Q4 8.85E+06

23 9.33E-Q5 9.57E+06

24 -1.39E-Q4 9.69E+06

25 -2.60E-Q4 9.97E+06

26 -4.79E-Q4 9.84E+06

27 -6.68E-Q4 1.00E+07

28 -7.84E-Q4 1.02E+07

29 -9.55E-Q4 1.01 E+07

30 -1.06E-Q3 1.03E+07

31 -1.21E-Q3 1.03E+07

32 -1.36E-Q3 1.04E+07

33 -1.50E-Q3 1.05E+07

34 -1.63E-Q3 1.06E+07

35 -1.75E-Q3 1.06E+07

36 -1.88E-Q3 1.07E+07

37 -1.98E-Q3 1.08E+07

38 -2.08E-Q3 1.09E+07

39 -2.19E-03 1.09E+07

40 -2.29E-Q3 1.10E+07

41 -2.38E-Q3 1.11E+07

42 -2.47E-Q3 1.12E+07

43 -2.55E-Q3 1.12E+07

44 -2.63E-Q3 1.13E+07
45 -2.71E-03 1.13::+07

46 -2.78E-Q3 1.14E+07

47 -2.86E-Q3 1.15E+07

48 -2.93E-Q3 1.16E+07

49 -2.99E-Q3 1.16E+07

50 -3.06E-Q3 1.17E+07

51 -3.12E-Q3 1.18E+07

52 -3.19E-Q3 1.18E+07

53 -3.24E-Q3 1.19E+07

54 -3.29E-Q3 1.19E+07

55 -3.35E-Q3 1.20E+07
56 -3.42E-03 1.21E+07
57 -3.48E-Q3 1.22E+07

58 -3.53E-Q3 1.23E+07

59 -3.57E-Q3 1.23E+07

60 -3.61E-Q3 1.24E+07

61 -3.65E-Q3 1.24E+07
62 -3.69E-Q3 1.25E+07

63 -3.74E-Q3 1.26E+07

64 -3.78E-Q3 1.26E+07

65 -3.82E-Q3 1.27E+07
66 -3.85E-Q3 1.28E+07
67 -3.89E-Q3 1.28E+07

68 -3.92E-Q3 1.29E+07

69 -3.95E-Q3 1.29E+07
70 -3.99E-Q3 1.30E+07

71 -4.01E-Q3 1.31E+07

72 -4.05E-Q3 1.31E+07

73 -4.07E-Q3 1.32E+07
74 -4.10E-Q3 1.33E+07

75 -4.11E-Q3 1.34E+07
76 -4.12E-Q3 1.34E+07
77 -4.13E-Q3 1.35E+07
78 -4.11E-Q3 1.36E+07
79 -4.07E-Q3 1.37E+07

80 -3.76E-Q3 1.46E+07

El
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40 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress
(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 1.26E-Q2 8.50E+06
2 9.59E-Q3 -2.56E+07

3 6.99E-Q3 -1.72E+07

4 5.34E-Q3 -9886488
5 4.12E-Q3 -5.23E+06

6 3.23E-Q3 -1806617

7 2.42E-Q3 7.65E+05

8 1.71E-Q3 3188682

9 1.21E-Q3 5.23E+06

10 6.34E-Q4 6803567
11 2.27E-Q4 8.48E+06

12 -1.50E-Q4 9297285

13 -4.87E-Q4 9.51E+06

14 -7.86E-Q4 9713409

15 -1.06E-Q3 9.88E+06
16 -1.35E-Q3 9971356

17 -1.62E-Q3 1.02E+07

18 -1.86E-Q3 1.04E+07

30 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 9.52E-Q3 9.05E+06

2 7.43E-Q3 -1.70E+07

3 5.18E-Q3 -1.11E+07

4 3.74E-Q3 -4816149

5 2.63E-Q3 -6.51E+05

6 1.67E-Q3 2634904

7 9.87E-Q4 5.39E+06

8 3.73E-Q4 7446362

9 -1.61E-Q4 8.87E+06

10 -6. 19E-Q4 9241272
11 -1.01E-Q3 9.58E+06
12 -1.34E-Q3 9844002

13 -1.68E-Q3 1.00E+07

19 -2.06E-Q3 1.06E+07
20 -2.27E-Q3 1.07E+07

21 -2.43E-Q3 1.09E+07

22 -2.60E-Q3 1.11E+07

23 -2.75E-Q3 1.12E+07

24 -2.89E-Q3 1.14E+07
25 -3.02E-Q3 1.15E+07

26 -3.15E-Q3 1.16E+07

27 -3.26E-Q3 1.18E+07

28 -3.38E-Q3 1.19E+07

29 -3.49E-Q3 1.21E+07
30 -3.57E-Q3 1.23E+07
31 -3.65E-Q3 1.24E+07
32 -3.73E-Q3 1.25E+07
33 -3.81E-Q3 1.26E+07
34 -3.88E-Q3 1.28E+07

35 -3.94E-Q3 1.29E+07

36 -3.99E-Q3 1.31E+07
37 -4.03E-Q3 1.32E+07
38 -4.03E-Q3 1.34E+07

39 -4.01E-Q3 1.36E+07
40 -3.60E-Q3 1.48E+07

14 -1.98E-Q311.03E+07
15 -2.25E-Q3 1.06E+07
16 -2.48E-Q3 1.08E+07
17 -2.68E-Q3 1.10E+07
18 -2.87E-Q3 1.12E+07
19 -3.04E-Q3 1.14E+07
20 -3.20E-Q3 1.16E+07
21 -3.35E-Q3 1.18E+07
22 -3.49E-Q3 1.20E+07

23 -3.60E-Q3 1.22E+07
24 -3.70E-Q3 1.24E+07

25 -3.81E-Q3 1.26E+07
26 -3.89E-Q3 1.28E+07
27 -3.95E-Q3 1.31E+07
28 -3.99E-Q3 1.33E+07
29 -3.98E-Q3 1.36E+07

30 -3.54E-Q3 1.49E+07

E3
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20 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 7.11E-Q3 8.97E+06
2 4.85E-Q3 -1.02E+07

3 3.03E-Q3 -3819024

4 1.61E-Q3 1522663

5 5.86E-Q4 5.70E+06

6 -1.76E-Q4 8240740

7 -8.00E-Q4 8824470

8 -1.34E-Q3 9296607

15 Layers

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 5.37E-Q3 9100153

2 3.38E-Q3 -5325076

3 1.55E-Q3 562347.9

4 3.18E-Q4 5914780

5 -6.43E-Q4 7.86E+06

6 -1.33E-Q3 8871542

10 Layers

9 -1.82E-03 9.73E+06
10 -2.22E-Q3 1.02E+07
11 -2.54E-Q3 1.06E+07
12 -2.83E-Q3 1.09E+07
13 -3.08E-Q3 1.13E+07
14 -3.30E-Q3 1.16E+07
15 -3.50E-Q3 1.20E+07
16 -3.65E-Q3 1.23E+07
17 -3.79E-Q3 1.26E+07
18 -3.89E-Q3 1.30E+07
19 -3.90E-Q3 1.34E+07
20 -3.44E-Q3 1.49E+07

7 -1.93E-Q3 9479545
8 -2.41E-Q3 1.01 E+07
9 -2.79E-Q3 1.07E+07
10 -3.11E-Q3 1.12E+07
11 -3.38E-Q3 1.17E+07
12 -3.61E-Q3 1.21E+07
13 -3.78E-Q3 1.26E+07
14 -3.85E-Q3 1.32E+07
15 -3.38E-03 1.50E+07

E4

Layer Shrinkage Stress

(#) (%) (Mpa)

0
1 3.43E-Q3 9276797

2 1.42E-Q3 425472.~
3 -2.28E-Q4 5825820

5 Layers

4 -1.35E-Q3
5 -2.15E-03
6 -2.72E-Q3
7 -3.18E-Q3
8 -3.52E--03
9 -3.74E-Q3
10 -3.28E-Q3

7.70E+O
910791

1.02E+O
1.10E+O
1.18E+O
1.26E+O
1.50E+O

LaYe~!1 Shrinkage Stress
(#) (%) (Mpa)

~ I 8.05E-Q4 9833465

2
3
4
5

-1'35E-Q~
-2.59E-Q
-3.30E-Q
-3.16E-Q

485773
8338410

1.08E+O
1.41E+O



Appendix F

C-MOLD Output Data

Comparisons are drawn between the cooling times and shrinkage for C-MOLD and
the cooling times and shrinkage for the numerical model proposed in Chapter 5. The
input and output data for the C-MOLD analysis can be found in this Appendix.

F.1 Log File

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7
C-MOLD Fiber Orientation 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
(c)1987-l999 by Advanced CAE Technology, Inc.

Date
Time

MAY29-03
10:23:37

End of memory allocation for analysis.

Beginning of reading the inpu~ data ....

File n~~e : sample 4

Reading par~~eters ....

Performing fiber orientation simulation ....

Reading material data ....

** WlL~~ING ** Fiber properties is not specified and fiber orientation
simulation is turned off.

Reading process conditions ....

Reading finite-element mesh

** WARNING ** Cooling channel is not specified. C-MOLD Cooling
Simulation

will not execute without cooling channel informaLion.

** WARNING ** Parting plane is not specified; the default parting
plane

normal along the Z-axis of the global coordinaLes will
be
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used.

Reading C-MOLD Cooling data ....

** WARNING ** Analysis is continuing without .C2P file ....

Reading re-start data ....

** WARNING ** A_Dalysis is continuing without .RSP file ~ ...

End of reading the input data.

Beginning of re-numbering elements and nodes

End of re-numbering elements and nodes.

Beginning of checking input data ....

End of checking input data.

Beginning of optimizing memory usage

End of optimizing memory usage.

Beginning of initializing variables

End of initializing variables.

The analysis will be based on

{I) Parameters :

F2

# of layers across full-gap
# design outputs in filling
# detail outputs in filling
# design outputs in post-filling
# detail outputs in post-filling
Melt-temp co~vergence criterion
Kid)
Mold-~elt heat tra~sfer coefficient
VI/m'"'2-K
Max # of ~elt-temp iterations

Pressure trace sample frequency

Total nw~ber of pressure trace nodes

(12)

(12)
(0 )

(12)
(0)

(0.2)

(2.5E+04)

(100)

(10)

1

12
12
o

12
o

2.0000E-001

2.5000E+004

100

10
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Pressure trace nodal number
Residual stress analysis (W)
Option for structural package (W)
Isolate mechanism for warpage? (W)
# of modes for stress analysis (W)

C-MOLD fern format

(2) Material

Polymer 1 : Borealis/PP MD231U

2-domain mod Tait polymer density
1

RHO ~ -----------------------
Vo*(l-C*ln(l+p/B)) + Vt

where C 0.0894
Tt b5 + b6*p
Vo bl + b2*Tbar
B b3 * EXP(-b4*Tbar)
Vt 0.0 or b7*EXP(b8*Tbar-b9*p)
Tbar T - b5
b5 4.2815E+002 K
b6 8.4500E-008 K/Pa

Liquid phase Solid phase

1 128
(1)
(0)

(1)

(3)

F3

1
o
1
3

bl
b2
b3
b4

1.0760£-003
7.7500E-007
9.4300E+007
5.2439E-003

bl
b2
b3
b4
b7
b8
b9

9.9083E-004 rn'3/kg
4.4500E-007 m'3/kg-K
1. 7600E+008 Pa
5.0739£-003 IlK
8.5100E-005 m'3/kg
1. 6332E-00l IlK
1.6900E-008 I/Pa

Tabulated polymer
Temperature

T (K)

3.3315E+002
3.4315E+002
3.5315£+002
3.6315E+002
3.7315E+002
3.8315E+002
3.9015E+002
3.9315E+002
4.0315E+002
4.1315E+002
4.2315E+002
4.3315£+002
4.4315£+002
4.5315£+002
4.6315£+002
4.7315E+002
4.8315£+002
4.9315E+002

specific heat
Specific Heat

Cp (Jlkg-K)

1.6700£+003
1. 7500£+003
1. 8400£+003
1.9300£+003
2.0600£+003
2.9600E+003
1.3000£+004
6.6900E+003
2.0600£+003
2.0900E+003
2.1200E+003
2.1500£+003
2.1800E+003
2.2100E+003
2.2400E+003
2.2600£+003
2.2900E+003
2.3100E+003
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5.0315E+002
5.1315E+002
5.2315E+002

2.3300E+003
2.3400E+003
2.3400E+003

Tabulated polymer
Temperature

T (K)

thermal conductivity
Thermal Conductivity

K (W/m-K)

3.0115E+002
3.1015E+002
3.3115E+002
3.5215E+002
3.7215E+002
3.9215E+002
4.l215E+002
4.3115E+002
4.5115E+002
4.70l5E+002
4.8915E+002
5.0915E+002
5.2815E+002

3.0100E-001
2.9000E-001
2.9000E-001
2.9200E-001
2.9400E-001
2.9100E-001
2.7800E-001
1.9600E-001
1. 8900E-001
1.8800E-001
1.8400E-001
1.9100E-001
1. 8900E-001

Cross-WLF polymer viscosity
ETAo

Pa
Pa-s
K
K!Pa

n
TAUS

TS
A2

01
02
03
A1
A2T

ETA ~ ---------------------------
1 + IETAo*GAMMA/TAUS)~(l-n)

A1*(T-TS)
01*EXP( - --------

A2+(T-TS)
02 + 03*p
A2T + 03*p

3.0232E-001
2.2278E+004
1.l200E+015
2.6315E+002
O.OOOOE+OOO
3.2933E+001
5.1600<:+001 K

where ETAo

Transition temperature
Ttrans 4.0315E+002 K

Transversely-isotropic elastic tensor
El 1.7000E+009 Pa
E2 1.7000E+009 Pa
v12 3.8000E-001
v23 3.8000E-00l
G 6.1600E+008 Pa

Transversely-iso thermal expansion coef.
a1 9.4400E-005 l/K
22 1.0400E-004 IlK

(3) Process conditions Description or TeODS ....

Machine parameters
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Max machine clamp force
N
Max machine injection vol~me

m"3
Max machine injection pressure
Pa

Max machine injection rate
m"3/s
Machine hydraulic response time
s

Process parameters

Fill time
s
Post-fill time
s
F/P switch over by % volume
%
Timer for hold pressure
s

(4. 905E+07)

(0.02)

(1. 800E+08)

(6.667E-03)

(0.2)

F5

1.6211E+006

3.3993E-004

1.3303E+008

2.8981E-004

2.0000E-001

8.9084E-001

1. 7754E+001

9.9000E+001

1. 77 54E+001

Ram speed profile (reI):
% stroke

O.OOOOE+OOO
2.0000E+001
4.0000E+001
6.0000E+001
8.0000E+001
1.0000E+002

% speed

5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001
5.0000E+001

Pack/hold pressure profile (reI):
% time % fill pres

O.OOOOE+OOO
1.0000E+002

A~ient temperature
K
Inlet melt temperature
K

Coolant circuit control:
ID Temperature

1.0000E+002
O.OOOOE+OOO

Flow rate Pres drop

2.9800E+002

5.1313E+002

CID

1 2.8815E+002 K 1.6667E-004 m'3/sec O.OOOOE+OOO
2 2.8815E+002 K 1.6667E-004 m'3/sec O.OOOOE+OOO

Average coolant teffiperature
K

C-MOLD Cooling maId wall te~p data was not used.

Pa 1
Pa 1
2.8815E+002

(4) Finite-elenent ~esh .FEM file for model: sa~ple_4

Total n~~ber or nodes
Total nULber of pol~.er entrance nodes

Polyse= entrance nodal n~bers are:

596
1
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Total number of elements
Total nQ~er of part elements
Total number of sprue/runner/gate elements
Total number of channel elements
Total number of connector elements

Parting plane normal

Average aspect ratio of 20 elements
Maximum aspect ratio of 2D elements
2D element number wl max~ aspect ratio
Minimum aspect ratio of 2D element
20 element number w/ min. aspect ratio
Total volu...rne
mA 3
Total volume filled initially
mA 3
Total volume to be filled
mA 3
Part volume to be filled
mA 3
Sprue/runner/gate volQ~e to be filled
mA 3
Total projected area
mA 2

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
analysis is beginning ....

(dx)
(dy)

(dz)

F6

128
1100
1100

o
o
o

O.OOOOE+OOO
O.OOOOE+OOO
1.0000E+000
1.0227E+000
1. 6033E+OOO

202
1.OOOOE+OOO

635
1.1520E-004

O.OOOOE+OOO

1.l520E-004

1.1520E-004

O.OOOOE+OOO

2.8800E-002

At time

At time

At time

At time

_"A.t time

8.0062E-002 s, 8.8204E+OOO % of volQ~e filled,
entrance pressure = 1.2753E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 8.3885E+002 N,
filling under ram speed control.

1.5557E-OOl 5, 1.7094E+001 % of volQ~e filled,
entrance p~essure = 1.7031E+006 Pa,
total clamp force = 2.2635E+003 N,
filling under ram speed con~rol.

2.2342E-001 s, 2.4516E+001 % of volQ~e filled,
entrance pressure = 1.9687E+006 Pa,
total cl~~p force = 3. 6995E+003 N,
filling under ra~ speed control.

2.9744E-001 s, 3.2591£+001 % of volQ~e filled,
entrance pressure = 2.2122E+006 Pa,
total clamp force = 5.4978£+003 N,
filling unde~ ra~ speed control.

3.7821E-001 s, 4.1356£+001 % of vol~,e filled,
entrance pressure = 2.4629£+006 Pa,
total clamp force = 7.9342£+003 N,
filling under ram speed control.
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At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

4.4769E-OOl s, 4.8843E+OOl % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 2.7871E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 1.l981E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

5.2049E-OOl s, 5.6621E+OOl % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 3.l681E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 1. 7568E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

5.9811E-OOl s, 6.4863E+OOl % of volmne fille'i,
entrance pressure ~ 3.53l5E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.3670E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

6.6979E-OOl s, 7.2437E+OOl % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 3.8604E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.9764E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

7.4373E-OOl s, 8.0204E+OOl % of volmne filled,
entrance pressure ~ 4.2399E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 3.7552E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

8.l772E-OOl s, 8.7967E+OOl % of volume filled,
entrance pressure ~ 4.58l0E+OO6 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 4.5088E+OO4 N,
filling under ram speed control.

8.9093E-OOl s, 9.5637E+OOl % of volQ~e filled,
entrance pressure = 4.9496£+006 Pa,
total clamp force = 5. 4004E+004 N,
filling under ram speed control.

9.3204E-001 s, cavity is completely filled.
entrance pressure 5.1253£+006 Pa,
total cla~p force 5.9675E+004 N,

At time 1. 59l5E+OOO s, 3.7147£+000 % of
entrance pressure
total cla~p force

post-filling time,
5.1253£+006 Pa,

= 1.2755E+005 N,

At ti!ne

At time

3.0915£+000 5, 1.2164£+001 % of
entrance pressure
total clamp force

4.59l5E+OOO s, 2.06l2E+OOl % of
entrance pressure
total cla~p force

6.09l5E+OOO s, 2.9061E+OOl % of
enrrance pressure
total cla~p force

post-filling time,
5.1253£+006 Pa,

~ 1.2584E+005 N,

post-filling time,
5.1253£+006 Pa,

= 1.1993£+005 N,

post-filling ti~e,

5p1253E+006 Pa,
= 1.1089£+005 N,

ll.t time 7.5915£+000 s, 3.7510£+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance press~re 5.1253£+006 Pa,
total cla~p force = Ip0940E+005 N,

9.0915£+000 5, 4p5959~+OOl % of post-filling time,
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entrance pressure
total clamp force

5.1253E+006 Pa,
9.5495E+004 N,

F8

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

At time

1. 0592E+00l s, 5.4408E+00l % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 7.7600E+004 N,

1.1842E+00l s, 6.1449E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 5.9517E+004 N,

1. 3342E+00l s, 6.9898E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.7335E+004 N,

1. 4842E+001 s, 7.8347E+00l % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.9145E+004 N,

1.6342E+001 s, 8.6796E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.477 4E+004 N,

1. 7842E+001 s, 9.5244E+001 % of post-filling time,
entrance pressure 5.1253E+006 Pa,
total clamp force ~ 2.5727E+002 N,

1.8675E+OOl s, holding pressure is released.

At time 1. 8687E+001 s, 1. 0000E+002 % of
entrance pressure
total clamp force

post-filling time,
4. B023Et006 Pa,

~ 2.4106E+002 N,

Beginning of preparing the interface data ....

Preparing PPC file for C-MOLD Cooling ....

Preparing LSP file for C-MOLO Residual Stress/Shrinkage & Warpage

End of preparing the interface data.

C-MOLD Filling 99.7
C-MOLD Post-filling 99.7
C-MOLD Residual Stress 99.7
is successfully compleLed.

ENDF
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F.2 Shrinkage and Warpage Report

F9

C-MOLD
Name
Date
Time

Shrinkage
samp1e_3
JUL31-02
11:13:52

and Warpage 99.7 s~~~ary report.

Maximum process-induced shrinkage
=======================================================

Maxirn~~ shrinkage is between node 13 and 310

Initial distance 2.6833E+002 mm

Displaced distance 2.6664E+002 mm

Change of distance -1.6834E+000 IlLm

Percentage of change -0.63%

=======================================================
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Melt Front Advancement

The following are output data from the case study conducted in Chapter 4. These
Figures illustrate the position of the flowing polymer inside the mould cavity at
certain intervals.

" ....

Figure G.t Melt Front at 25% fill.

11115

Figure G.2 Melt Front at SOO/o fill.

1

=-""------
_n

Figure G.3 Melt Front at 75% fill.
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Part Performance

The Figures illustrated in this appendix are data relating to the case study conducted
in Chapter 4. It shows the part successfully performing its intended task.

Figure B.t Top view of i:nstalled component on rooftop.
(photo courtesy ofOverberg Consnlting Engineers)

Figure R2 Bottom view of installed component.
(photo courtesy of OveIberg Consulting Engineers)

Figure 8.3 Reinforcement and installation of cabling.
(photo courtesy ofOvernerg Consulting Engineers)
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Figure HA Pouring ofcement
(photo courtesy of OvertJerg Consulting Engineers)

Figure 8.5 Bottom view of ceiling with part removed.
(photo courtesy ofOvertJerg Consulting Engineers)

ID

Figure 8.6 Finished ceiling.
(photo courtesy ofOvertJerg Consulting Engineers)
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